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Sixth annual month-long community silent
auction and fundraiser starts at Gulf Coast Bank

The Kenner Star enters 22nd year as city’s
community newspaper

Gulf Coast Bank has launched “Auctions
in August,” its sixth annual month-long fundraiser. The auction, first held in 2008, benefits more than 300 charities with proceeds
from more than a thousand items. With the
inclusion of a 1953 Corvette Stingray donated by Oscar-winning actress Sandra Bullock,
the auction raised just over $186,000 for a variety of local, regional and national charities,
schools and non-profits in 2011. The auction
in 2012 featured a vintage Chevy Bel Air and
brought in nearly $90,000.
Gulf Coast President and Chief Executive Officer Guy Williams thought that August would be ideal for a summertime auction to benefit many charities while giving
participants a chance to win great prizes. All

The Kenner Star, Kenner’s only hometown
newspaper, is entering into its 22nd year of publication this month. Candy Lovitt, managing editor
and marketing director, said, “The Kenner Star
is a free newspaper and is dedicated to and has
been reporting on the local happenings in Kenner and on the city’s progress over the last 21
years. The Kenner Star has a unique method of
distribution as it is mailed monthly, at no charge,
to every registered voter household in Kenner,
numbering almost 20,000 homes. This is made
possible by the advertisers that support the
Kenner Star. I want to express sincere thanks
to those loyal advertisers who continue to help
us make Kenner’s only local community newspaper possible. And to our loyal readers, who have
responded so favorably to the Kenner Star, we
promise to continue to provide community news,
government updates and information that is en-

of Gulf Coast Bank’s 16 branches participate
by displaying auction items during the entire
month of August.
“It’s a silent auction that features wonderful donated items such as sports memorabilia,
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Kenner City Council elects new
officers for second half of 2013
Members of the Kenner City Council elected Michele
P. Branigan, Councilwoman At-Large, Division A, as council
president on Thursday, July 11, 2013. Branigan succeeds Jeannie
M. Black who is Councilwoman At-Large, Division B.
The council also elected District 3 Councilman Keith M.
Reynaud to serve as council vice president. Reynaud succeeds
District 2 Councilman Joseph A. “Joe” Stagni.
Branigan and Reynaud will serve terms for the balance of
the year 2013.

Michele P. Branigan,
Kenner Council President

Keith M. Reynaud,
Kenner Council Vice President

Rivertown certified as
cultural district, it’s
becoming a busier place

lightening and interesting each month.”
“Because the Kenner Star is a community
newspaper, local, not syndicated business owners and professionals contribute columns on an
ongoing basis. By highlighting our local hometown businesses it helps increase profits for our
advertisers and also adds to the city’s tax base,
which is a positive contribution toward the city’s
quality of life,” said Lovitt. “We have always been
willing to help local business owners who have
invested in Kenner and we urge Kenner residents to shop and keep it local.”
The Kenner Star, a privately owned company published by Kenner Star, Inc., converted to
a monthly publication in 1993 and is mailed free
to almost 20,000 registered voter households in
Kenner and is also distributed to approximately
100 high traffic locations throughout Kenner. The
Kenner Star’s website is www.kennerstar.com.

Kenner Parks & Recreation
Fall 2013 Leisure
Service Programs

By Allan Katz
The efforts of Kenner Mayor Michael
S. Yenni’s administration to revamp and
revise Rivertown seem to be paying off.
Recently, the Louisiana Department of
Culture, Recreation and Tourism certified
Rivertown as a cultural district which carries with it tax benefits, including tax-free
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See center pull-out section

Kenner business and civic leaders outraged by lawsuit’s impact on bond rate
The Kenner Council’s ratification of a bond sale proposed by
Mayor Michael S. Yenni at its July 18, 2013 meeting raised the ire of
Jefferson and Kenner business and civic leaders when they learned
that a lawsuit not only delayed the bond sale but also cost the city
$2.165 million of value on the bond sale.
The city was prepared to sell the bonds on May 29, 2013, but a
lawsuit by Citizens for Better Kenner and Walt Bennetti halted the
sale of the bonds. A Jefferson Parish judge dismissed the lawsuit on
July 9, 2013, paving the way for the city to proceed with the bond sale.
The lawsuit resulted in more than a 49-day delay in sale of the bonds.
The delay resulted in the city selling the bonds at an average rate of
3.92 percent versus 3.2 percent yielding the city $2.165 million less
today than what would have been raised had the bonds been sold in
late May.
Linda Nugent Smith, prominent Kenner realtor and member
of the city’s economic development committee noted, “It’s a sad day
in Kenner when one individual can cost this city this kind of money
especially when all everybody is trying to do is better the city and
improve the community by investing in it. It is a shame that the plan
won’t have the impact it should have had because of this frivolous
lawsuit.”
Jim Hudson, a banking executive and chairman of the Jefferson

Business Council added, “I was glad that the judge dismissed the lawsuit. This allows Kenner to continue to move forward in a progressive
manner putting the best interests of our citizens first. However, it is

Judge’s decision allows for city’s
bond refinancing, citizen’s group
responsible for court costs
On July 9, 2013, a Jefferson Parish judge dismissed a lawsuit that was intended to derail a city of Kenner bond refinancing plan. Judge Michael Mentz also ordered Kenner resident
Walt Bennetti and Citizens for a Better Kenner to pay all court
costs associated with the lawsuit.
Judge Mentz immediately ruled from the bench that the
lawsuit filed by Bennetti and his organization, Citizens for a
Better Kenner, was filed in violation of state law and district
court rules and pointed out their failure to follow district court
rules as well. The group does have the option to appeal the
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almost criminal that one individual representing his own self-importance would file a lawsuit without merit costing the good citizens of
Kenner over two million dollars. The lawsuit was absolutely shameful
and the citizens of Kenner should be outraged with such a selfish act
by one individual.”
Todd P. Murphy, president of the Jefferson Chamber of Commerce, stated, “It’s a shame that progress can be continually stalled
by the politics of a few who seem to oppose everything that would be
good for Kenner and Jefferson.” Jody Grass, an owner of Kenner’s
Allied Building Company, said, “It is too bad that it cost the city so
much money due to the change in the bond market. We need to move
forward and invest in the future and make the city of Kenner a better
place to live.”
Todd Acomb, president of the Kenner Professional Business Association, said, “It was another good day for Kenner business as the
judicial system vindicated the city of Kenner and its leadership. Unfortunately, the time wasted by disingenuous and malicious litigants
will cost the hopeful business community and citizens of Kenner over
two million dollars of potential investment funds. This is another example of what a destructive individual or group can do to an innocent
community. The additional $2.1 million could have gone a long way
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2151 Williams Blvd.
(RIGHT BEHIND CAR WASH)

HOME OF LUXURY
FOR LE$$
NOW IN STOCK OVER 60 LATE MODEL LUXURY VEHICLES
MERCEDES BENZ • BMW • INFINIT • LEXUS • CADILLAC
LINCOLN • JAGUAR • VOLVO

469-3503

LSU and Saints Parties

Ice cold Beer
to go!

2009 NISSAN MURANO S
GLACIER PEARL, AUTO, 3.5L DOHC
24-VALVE V6, 504.887.3131.

barbecUing?

14,990

$

top off
your tank

or
266.00 mo

ProPane
Sold By the Gallon

CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB

www.dealndougs.com

DealnDougs_0813.indd 1

24 pk suitcase

19.99

Bud
Bud Lite

Coors Lite
Miller Lite

longneck Bottles

16.99

504.887.3131
7/26/13 10:25 PM

Ice Cold Package
Beer

20 PaCK

$3000 down plus TT&L, 4.9%, W.A.C.

6900 Veterans Blvd., Metairie, LA

Monday - Thursday • 7 am - 6 pm
Friday and Saturday • 7 am - 7 pm
Sunday • 8 am - 5 pm

0813_Ice_House.indd 1

Bud
Coors Lite
Bud Lite
Miller Lite
7/26/13 10:25 PM
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from The Editor

Kenner bond issue a win for city, code enforcement tackling quality of life issues
By Allan Katz

Judicial
approval of Kenner’s
proposed almost $29
million bond issue is
a huge win for the city.
It’s too bad that time
and money was wasted by a lawsuit that delayed
the sale of the bonds and cost the city over $2 million in revenues.
At the same time, the other part of Mayor Michael S. Yenni’s vision for making Kenner a better
place to live, work and raise a family is in the capable hands of Inspections and Code Enforcement Director Tamithia Shaw, her staff and an 11-member
code enforcement advisory committee composed of
Kenner civic leaders.
Debbie Settoon, a member of the Kenner
Code Enforcement Advisory Committee, says the
immediate priority for them and the city’s six code
enforcement officials is overcrowding of homes and
illegal parking.
“We understand that these are tough times
financially for many people and we recognize that

many generous people have allowed relatives and “I think everyone, including council members, is
in agreement that quality of life issues in Kenner
friends to move into their homes because so many
people have lost jobs or are only working part-time,” neighborhoods are a major priority for the city,” she
said. “If our goal is to make Kenner neighborhoods
said Settoon. “But it doesn’t work when eight or 10
people are living in a 1,200 square foot house. And, attractive to people looking to buy or rent, we need
because everyone today has some kind of vehicle, to have clarity in the language of our code and we
need to enforce the code to end the practice of exyou soon have eight or 10 cars, SUVs, trucks and
motorcycles piled up on the sidewalk and the lawn. cessive overcrowding of housing stock and illegal
parking that looks terrible and is actually a hazard
It not only looks shabby and uninviting but there is
for the entire neighborhood.”
no way that a fire truck could get to that home if
Meanwhile, we think Mayor Yenni is going
there were a fire.”
Current Kenner law states that a single house- in the right direction with his emphasis on using
some of the bond money for beautification of the
keeping unit with a single culinary facility can be
city while relying on leaders like Shaw, the code
inhabited by an individual, or two or more persons
who are related by blood or marriage living together, enforcement department and members of the code
or a group of not more than four persons living to- enforcement advisory committee to tackle the
quality of life issues in Kenner neighborhoods.
gether. Problems arise when landlords are unaware
The mayor set aside $1 million of the money
that their renters are subletting to multiple renters.
Unfortunately, the a lot of the Kenner code
raised by the bond issue to be used annually for a
that sets the standards for neighborhoods was
maintenance fund that will hopefully keep Kenner
largely written 40 years ago and, as Settoon says, beautiful. The improvement projects are set to get
is now “dated.” To change the code requires ap- underway before the end of 2013. Todd Murphy,
proval from the Kenner City Council but Settoon
president of the Jefferson Chamber of Commerce,
doesn’t think that’s going to be a major problem. was absolutely correct when he recently said, “Busi-

ness and civic leaders are proud to have helped the
mayor develop this plan over an 18-month period.
The Jefferson Chamber supports this development
plan because it benefits the city of Kenner and will
give young people new reasons to want to live in
Kenner.”
The plan is for the $28.8 million raised from
the bond issue to serve as a catalyst for an extensive city-wide program to improve traffic patterns,
safety and drainage, as well as to launch a program
to enhance and maintain city public grounds and
rights of way at major intersections.
Settoon is right when she says, “I’m tremendously impressed by Mayor Yenni’s vision to move
Kenner forward and also by the wide acceptance in
the community of his plan. I know that all of us on
the code enforcement advisory committee, as well
as Tamithia Shaw and her inspection and code enforcement department, are working hard to modernize Kenner’s code and make our neighborhoods
an even better place to live.”
Allan Katz can be reached at allanlkatz@
bellsouth.net.
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Attorney general pursues politics not justice
By Jeff Crouere
In the aftermath
of the controversial
acquittal of George
Zimmerman, Attorney
General Eric Holder
announced that his department would launch an
investigation into whether Trayvon Martin’s civil
rights were violated. According to an announcement from the Department of Justice, “Experienced
federal prosecutors will determine whether the evidence reveals a prosecutable violation of any of the
limited federal criminal civil rights statutes within
our jurisdiction and whether federal prosecution is
appropriate in accordance with the department’s
policy governing successive federal prosecution following a state trial.”
While the Department of Justice is investigating Zimmerman, they may want to refer to
FBI interviews conducted in the aftermath of the
incident. Of the dozens of people contacted by
the FBI, none of the individuals who knew Zimmerman believed he was a racist or motivated by
racial hatred of Trayvon Martin.
This so-called investigation is pure political theater to placate civil rights activists. This is why Holder expressed his disappointment in the verdict in a
speech to the NAACP. It fits in with the agenda of a
department that is a place for political activism, not
justice. Only a politicized Justice Department would
pay for activists to travel to police headquarters in
Sanford, Florida to demand the ouster of the police
chief. The gambit worked and the police chief had to
resign, thanks to the Justice Department.
To charge Zimmerman again would be a travesty. The death of Trayvon Martin was tragic, but it
was clearly a case of self-defense that should have
never been brought to court. Initially, the Sanford police refused to charge Zimmerman because the facts
did not support second-degree murder or any other

offense. In fact, the police officers believed Zimmerman’s story and said the evidence corroborated his
account of the events that night.
The main witness in the case testified that
Zimmerman was being pummeled by Martin on
that fateful night. Many of those who heard the
tape of the screams in the background report it
was Zimmerman calling for help. Zimmerman’s
wounds show that he was badly beaten as his nose
was broken and the back of his head was bloodied
in numerous places. The wounds were consistent
with his story that Martin was on top of him landing
blows. To make matters worse for the prosecution,
the nation’s foremost forensic pathologist testified
that Trayvon Martin’s gunshot wound showed that
he was on top of Zimmerman.
In America, an individual should not be
charged because it will give the media good ratings
or meet the demands of self-appointed leaders of the
civil rights community. It should be based solely on
the evidence. Sadly, in this case, political pressure
led to Zimmerman’s arrest and trial and that would
be the only possible reason why he would face federal civil rights charges. It would be another brazen
political move by Holder. This is the type of nonsense
we should expect from an attorney general who actually attended a conference sponsored by notorious
race baiter Reverend Al Sharpton, the man who has
a history of poisoning race relations.
Holder’s Justice Department has a curious history of protecting civil rights. His department refused
to prosecute weapon wielding New Black Panthers
for voter intimidation in the 2008 presidential election, even though there was compelling video evidence from a Philadelphia precinct.
After the death of Trayvon Martin, a Florida
group of Black Panthers issued a bounty for Zimmerman “dead or alive.” Of course, nothing was done to
stop the threats against Zimmerman.

A real Department of Justice would be investigating the reports of violence against white people
in the wake of the Zimmerman verdict. These are
some real cases of hate crimes, in which people
are being targeted as payback for Trayvon’s death.
Of course, all of these incidents will be ignored, like
the activities of the New Black Panthers.
A real Department of Justice would investigate
why the second-degree murder charges against
Zimmerman were manufactured in the first place.
The actions of the grandstanding state Attorney
Angela Corey have been so questionable and unethical that even a liberal activist like Harvard law
professor Alan Dershowitz believes she should be investigated. Of course the Holder Justice Department
will never launch such an investigation.
A real Department of Justice would investigate the comments of crazed haters on Twitter who
are menacing George Zimmerman and his family
with so many death threats that they are in hiding.
Zimmerman’s attorney noted that his client will never
be safe and will have to look over his shoulder for the
rest of his life. Sadly, he should expect to receive no
protection or support from the Department of Justice,
only additional investigation and harassment.
This case illustrates the real America of 2013
and it is a very scary place.
Jeff Crouere is a native New Orleanian and
his Louisiana-based television program, “Ringside Politics,” airs at 7:30 p.m. on Fridays and
at 10:00 p.m. Sundays on PBS television station
WLAE-TV, Channel 32, and from 7:00 a.m. until
11:00 a.m. weekdays on radio station WGSO 990
AM in New Orleans and the north shore. Crouere
is a political analyst for WGNO-TV ABC26. Visit
Crouere’s website at www.ringsidepolitics.com or
email Crouere at jeff@ringsidepolitics.com.
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City refinances bonds after lawsuit delay
By Michael S. Yenni – Kenner Mayor
on some of the major thoroughfares in all sections of Kenner and will transform the look and
feel of the city when completed. This is a major
upgrade for the city and can make Kenner a
formidable player when it comes to attracting
new families and businesses while improving
quality of life for those who live and work here.
Planning for this project has been nearly
two years in the making with a great deal of
input from community and civic leaders and
nearly unanimous approval by the City Council. This is the result of work produced by an
economic development committee I assembled
shortly after my election in 2010 whose major
goal remains to attract new families and business to Kenner while improving the quality of
life for existing residents at the same time.
This crucial improvement program comes
at about the same as many of the roads in Kenner that were damaged by hurricanes Katrina
and Rita are being repaired. Earlier in my administration, we secured significant federal
funding to launch 23 different projects to repair and improve roads throughout the city.
Our Paths to Progress funding and work is
scheduled to continue into 2014.
And while we are now active on above
ground repairs, upgrades and enhancement,
we continue to work below ground as we repair
and modernize Kenner’s sewerage system. We
have employed bonds and low-interest loans
from the state to prevent residents from ever

better Kenner for our many families and businesses and for those who are looking for a
place to call home and will recognize Kenner
as a jewel within the New Orleans area.
Mayor Yenni can be reached at 468-7240
or by email at kennermayor@kenner.la.us.

Lt. Gov. Dardenne cuts ribbon on new express
motor vehicle office in Rivertown

Although the official opening was held on July 24, 2013, the new express state Office of Motor Vehicles in
Rivertown actually opened for business on June 3 and has already served nearly 4,000 customers in just
seven weeks. State Office of Motor Vehicles Commissioner Stephen Campbell said the goal is to transform the
location into a full-serve OMV office. “When the office shows the kind of numbers we need we will of course
make that switch to a full-service office,” Campbell said. “I don’t think it will be that long in the future.”

Dr. James A. Crouch
is pleased to welcome

Dr. Nicole Russo
to his practice of

Family Dentistry

Dr. James A. Couch, Dr. Nicole Russo

231 West Esplanade Avenue
Kenner • 468-9859

Crouch_0713.indd 1

having to deal with sewage backing up into
their homes because of cracked and broken
underground pipes. We were able to avoid any
penalties from the state Department of Environmental Quality because of our good faith
and hard work to implement a comprehensive
plan for citywide repairs.
I will continue to work toward creating a

Photo by Barry Sprague

The city of
Kenner is back on
track to refinance
sales tax bonds that
will generate nearly
$29 million to create the most comprehensive
program of citywide improvement projects in
more than two decades. Up to 10 major projects are designed to upgrade Kenner’s traffic
patterns and drainage and add major enhancements to city rights of way and public grounds.
On May 29, 2013, the city of Kenner was
poised to take advantage of a 3.2 percent average interest rate to refinance existing sales
tax bonds. That rate would have allowed us to
pay off bonds and still have $30,965,000 for the
citywide improvement plan. However, a lawsuit
filed by Walt Bennetti and the Citizens for a
Better Kenner interrupted the plan. On July
9, 2013, a Jefferson Parish judge dismissed the
lawsuit and our team moved quickly to lock in
the lowest possible interest rate to refinance
the sales tax bonds. The new average rate is
3.92 percent, meaning Kenner will have $28.8
million for the improvement projects.
The delay caused by the lawsuit resulted
in the city of Kenner receiving $2.165 million
less for its sale of bonds. But despite the delay,
the good news is that the improvements made
possible from the bond sale will be completed
without costing Kenner residents one penny in
additional taxes. These 10 projects are located

6/23/13 6:44 AM

Lt. Gov. Jay Dardenne, along with Kenner
city officials, attended the ribbon-cutting on
July 24, 2013 to celebrate the official opening
of a new state Office of Motor Vehicles, the only
east bank location for the OMV between St.
John the Baptist Parish and New Orleans.
The express office, which opened June 3,
is located in the former Mardi Gras Museum at
421 Williams Boulevard on the corner of Short
Street. A variety of services are available at
the office, including license renewals and issuance of state ID cards. The cost to renovate the
former Mardi Gras Museum, as well as money
for future maintenance and upkeep, will come
from a $3 charge on all services conducted at
the OMV office that will be turned over to the
city.
Kenner Mayor Michael S. Yenni said the
OMV office is a win-win for Kenner as an important amenity close to home and a way to get
up to 1,500 pedestrians a week into Rivertown.
“I think residents outside of Kenner will
be jealous that we have an OMV office so close,”
Yenni said. “But I am particularly excited about
the potential economic development that can
occur by introducing hundreds of people a
week to businesses, beauty and tranquility of
Rivertown.”
Already, city officials say the past two
years have seen a mini-Renaissance in Rivertown. That includes the annual Christmas
lighting display moving to Rivertown, movies
and music opportunities, a new parish registrar of voter’s office and now the OMV office.

“I’ve seen several positive changes in the
area and it is only going to get better with all
of the improvements taking place,” said Abby
Cantrell, owner of Peace of Art studio gallery
and vice-president of the Rivertown Merchants
and Business Association. “I believe in Rivertown and I know many other people do as well.
We’re all working toward a common goal and it
is nice to see the progress happening.”
Recently, Rivertown was designated a
cultural district, which makes tax credits available to developers who renovate existing buildings and also allows artwork to be sold tax-free,
making the area an attractive location for additional artists. Kenner has also applied for Rivertown to be named a Main Street community
and officials have said they expect to be awarded that crucial designation sometime this year.
While Rivertown has lagged behind expectations over the years, studies have consistently shown that people who visit the cultural
and historic district are impressed with the different attractions. Generating sufficient traffic
has always been a key issue that is now being
addressed with the recent upgrades, including
the OMV office.
“With more and more people discovering
Rivertown, I am as optimistic as I have ever
been about the future for this vital area of the
city,” Yenni said. “Rivertown can be a jewel –
there’s nothing similar anywhere in New Orleans – that can be a deciding factor as families
and businesses decide where to locate in the
metropolitan area.”
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Staying safe at work
By Steve Caraway – Kenner Police Chief
Any crime that
can happen at your
home can happen
at your workplace.
Since most citizens
spend a majority of their day at work, it is important that employers and employees review the following common sense crime prevention tips.
Keep your wallet, purse, car and house keys
and other valuable items out of sight. If possible,

lock them in a desk.
Make sure that your office is well maintained. Immediately report any burnt-out light
bulbs in hallways, corridors and parking lots
and broken windows or doors that do not properly lock.
Always let a trusted co-worker know where
you are going and when you should be back.
Do not openly discuss your personal life or
vacation plans with co-workers or workplace

visitors you do not know well.
Be especially careful about working late
alone. Always try to walk to your car with someone else. Have your keys in hand and lock your
doors immediately.
Employers should carefully check references, employment gaps and possible criminal
history.
When necessary to terminate an employee,
do so in a calm manner and have a defined ter-

mination policy.
Preventing crime before it happens is the most
effective way to protect yourself and your employees.
By keeping ourselves safe at work, we also keep our
fellow co-workers safe as well.
Kenner Police Chief Caraway can be
reached by email at kpd@kenner.la.us. Visit the
Kenner Police Department website at www.kennerpd.com.

Rivertown arts and cultural district status awarded
By Jay Hebert – Kenner Planning Department Director
As of April 1,
2013, the historic Rivertown district was
awarded status as
a certified cultural
district by the Louisiana Office of Cultural Development. With this designation, the arts and cultural
district of historic Rivertown will be able to provide
state and local sales tax exemption for all original
works of art sold by Rivertown businesses. This designation also made the commercial tax credit program available to potential developers seeking to refurbish buildings that are 50 years or older, providing
for a 25 percent tax break.
Over the past year the city of Kenner administration has been working closely with the Rivertown Merchants and Business Association and the
Rivertown Historic Commission to visualize creative
opportunities in our continuing efforts to bring economic activity to the district. This ongoing planning
process has led to the approval of the city of Kenner’s
application to becoming a certified local government
in addition to obtaining our cultural district status.
Local Rivertown artist Abby Cantrell stated, “I am excited about the changes going on in Rivertown. Hopefully this will be the catalyst needed to bring Rivertown back to being a vibrant community. A thriving
artist community could create a unique niche to help
establish Rivertown as a destination for visitors.”
Keeping in line with our new cultural district
status, the city of Kenner is currently seeking the assistance of our local arts community in developing
a first-time arts council to direct and develop local
art initiatives within Rivertown. Ideas for public

arts projects that have been proposed include 3D
street art using chalk or washable materials, an arts
contest for the development of two murals next to
Exhibition Hall, utility cabinet painting, decorative
display banners and scheduled art walk events.
Since receiving our cultural district designation, the city administration and the Rivertown
Merchants and Business Association have recently
partnered with Bike Easy, a local non-profit bicycle
advocacy group, in effort to organize a bicycle friendly event that highlights both the Mississippi River
Scenic Byway Corridor and the Mississippi River
Bike Path. The “Rivertown Revival Bike Event” will
take place on August 24, 2013, staged at LaSalle’s
Landing. The event will highlight a bicycle ride
along the levee’s bike path starting near Oak Street
in New Orleans and ending at LaSalle’s Landing in
Rivertown. Other activities planned for the event include a presentation of the Jefferson Parish master
bike plan, an arts market, the Rivertown Farmer’s
Market, a bicycle safety workshop presented by the
Kenner Police Department, Rivertown food vendors
and two music acts that include NOLA Treblemakers and New Creations Brass Band.
One project in particular that’s anticipated
to help revitalize the district and capitalize on the
cultural, economic and social assets of Rivertown
is the transportation enhancement program administered by the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development. The city was awarded
$423,000 in reimbursement costs for beautification
enhancements along the Williams Boulevard corridor extending from Third Street to Kenner Avenue.
Those streetscape improvements will include brick

State and local partnerships aid the Kenner
2030 citywide improvement plan
Due to a partnership with the state Department of Transportation and Development and the
Regional Planning Commission, the city of Kenner
will benefit from about $420,000 to pay for a study on
ways to make a busy stretch of Williams Boulevard
safer for pedestrians and traffic.
The study, which will be conducted by NeelSchaffer of Baton Rouge and funded through the
DOTD, will focus on Williams Boulevard from Airline
Drive to 33rd Street. The benefit for Kenner ties into
the city’s 2030 Plan for redevelopment as these are
areas included in three of the 10 corridor improvement projects.
Those corridor improvements include recom-

mendations for pedestrian crosswalks, bus shelters,
landscaping, public art and bicycle lanes as ways to
attract families and businesses to locate in the city.
The total for the 10 projects has been estimated to
cost about $28 million and will be paid for with money from the refinancing of sales tax bonds.
“This is a perfect example of how productive
relationships with the DOTD and agencies like the
RPC can pay off for the city,” Kenner Mayor Michael
S. Yenni. “I am so thankful to both agencies because
that is $420,000 now directly available for other improvements.”
Walter Brooks, executive director of the RPC,

sidewalks along the east side of Williams Boulevard,
new ornamental light globes to be placed within the
existing ornamental light fixtures located along the
Williams Boulevard median, decorative brick crosswalks at the Fourth and Short Street intersections,
landscape additions utilizing native plant species,
bike racks and channels placed at LaSalle’s Landing leading to the Mississippi River levee’s bike path
and high visibility safety crosswalks at RTA bus stops
along Third Street.
Further expanding on Rivertown, the city of
Kenner was very fortunate to recently attract two
popular theatre groups to the historic district, Theatre 13 and Castle Theatre. Both theatres provide
endless entertainment opportunities for both chil-

dren and adults.
The Rivertown Historic District was originally
envisioned as a museum hub. Unfortunately, over
the course of time that endeavor has proven unsuccessful. It is our conviction that by taking bold new
approaches through art, cultural and recreational
activities we’ll be able to fully attain the level of economic revitalization and preservation our historic
district has to offer.
Jay Hebert is director of the city of Kenner’s
Planning Department, located at 1610 Reverend
Richard Wilson Drive. The department’s phone
number 468-7280. Hebert’s email address is
jhebert@kenner.la.us.

Don’t be tricked by the big box store deals…
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Five Kenner gyms get new flooring, hurricane damage repair
By Allan Katz
It’s been a long wait but five Kenner gyms have been approved by
FEMA for new flooring. The cost will be $354,000 and the money will
come from federal payments to the city for the Katrina-related repairs.
“We are very pleased,” says Kenner Parks and Recreation Director Ken Marroccoli. “We’ve traveled a long road. We’ve had to start over
on a number of occasions because FEMA would name a new person
to represent them here, placing us back at square one. Even though
it’s taken almost eight years, we are finally going to be able to put new
flooring down that will be safe and, hopefully, resistant to any future
hurricane damage.”
The new flooring is called “Sport Court” and in five gyms it will replace the original vinyl flooring that exists in all of Kenner’s 10 gymnasiums. The vinyl was damaged by Katrina’s flooding and, for eight years,
has been popping up – a situation that Marroccoli says is both unsightly
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Fall registration for Kenner Leisure Service programs requires
online registration, offers pay-one-price fitness format
Kerri M. Diaz, manager of Kenner Leisure Services Division says,
“As the summer is winding down and coming to an end we are looking
to fill your fall with some amazing programs. As the kids are getting
back to their school routine, they are also ready to get back into their
favorite afterschool activities like dance, gymnastics and karate. Most
of our fall programs will begin after Labor Day, giving you a chance to
settle into your routine. Along with our core programming we always
offer new classes and workshops to keep things fresh. This fall you can
look forward to great painting and ceramic workshops, a cool crafting
series and a hand sewing series that teaches you how to sew a drawstring bag and a matching pillow which are great for sleepovers. Any of
these classes will make a great addition to your fall routine.”
Diaz says Leisure Service is spicing things up for the adult programs, too. Starting in September, Leisure Service fitness classes will
be offered in an all-inclusive pay-one-price format, named Fitness POP.
Each month a fitness schedule will be created with core fitness programs like body sculpt, body workout, Zumba and yoga along with new
fitness programs that will change each month. Diaz says for the low

“Kenner 2030 Plan for a Prosperous Future,” developed by
Kenner Mayor Michael S. Yenni’s 41-member Economic Development Committee includes a part in the comprehensive plan which
entails the city hosting a series of listening sessions for its residents. Sessions were scheduled in each council district starting
in May. Mayor Yenni and the associated council members for each
Owner/Operated
district are set to attend and listen to resident concerns in an inOver 25 Years
formal setting each month. The District 1, 2 and 3 sessions have
been already held.
The District 4 listening session is scheduled for August 28,
1/25/13 7:33 PM
2013 at the Kenner City Park Pavilion, located at 3800 Loyola
Drive. The District 5 listening session will be held on September
25, 2013 at the same location
Meetings start at 7:30 p.m. and doors will open 15 minutes
prior to start time. Although open to the public, the sessions are
intended to listen to specific concerns from each council district
in smaller settings. Boundary maps of each council district can be

885-0399
818-0007

0213-SabellasPlumbing.indd 1

Talk to your
neighbors, then
talk to me.

Marie Clesi, Agent
2401 Veterans Memorial Blvd
Kenner, LA 70062
Bus: 504-469-1421
marie.clesi.b270@statefarm.com

See why State Farm insures more
drivers than GEICO and Progressive
combined. Great service, plus
discounts of up to 40 percent.*
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
CALL FOR QUOTE 24/7.

found by visiting www.kenner.la.us/2/KennerExisting.pdf.
Kenner Deputy Chief Administrative Officer Natalie Newton
said, “The intention of the listening sessions is to foster greater
public trust in the transparency and effectiveness of city government. These community listening sessions can have a great impact and can reach far and wide to bring Kenner together as a
community. My hope is to get as many people involved as possible
as we work together to move Kenner forward. As Mayor Yenni has
stated ‘cooperation and community’ are what will make us a ‘community of choice.”
Updated information on listening sessions can be found as it
becomes available on the city’s website, www.kenner.la.us, Kenner’s Facebook page or through the Mayor’s Office at 468-7240.
For questions regarding the upcoming district sessions contact
Newton at 468-7240.
The entire “Kenner 2030 Plan for a Prosperous Future” can
be found on the city’s website.

®

®

1001174.1

monthly payment of $25, registrants will have access to attend every fitness class that is offered and it will offer a great opportunity for people
to try something new. Monthly calendars will be available at the Kenner Parks and Recreation office, all fitness locations and on the city of
Kenner website, www.kenner.la.us.
Online registration is now required. Diaz explained. “Even if you
don’t want to pay online you still must register online at www.recreationpayments.kenner.la.us. After you have set up your user account
add the class you wish to register for to your shopping cart, submit
your credit card information or print out the page and mail it with your
check or money order to the Kenner Parks and Recreation office at
1905 24th Street, Kenner, LA.” Registration will begin on Saturday, August 10 at 8:30 a.m. For further information or questions contact Diaz
at 468-7268.
The Kenner Parks and Recreation Leisure Service brochure for
fall 2013 listing all classes, workshops and offerings can be found in the
center pullout section of this August edition of the Kenner Star.

August District 4 “Community Listening Session” scheduled

Residential Repairs
Servicing Metairie & Kenner
Sammy Sabella
Licensed Master Plumber

and unsafe. The five gyms approved for the new “Sport Court” flooring
are the Woodlake Gymnasium, Woodward Gymnasium, Muss Bertolino
Gymnasium, Butch Duhe Gymnasium and Lincoln Manor Gymnasium.
The Susan Park Gymnasium floor has already been replaced. Marroccoli said “Sport Court” is durable and safe and would float rather than
break up if Kenner were to be hit by another Katrina-like hurricane.
“Sport Court” also comes with a 10-year warranty.
“The big debate with FEMA was that they initially thought that we
ought to replace the damaged vinyl with the same type of new vinyl,”
says Marroccoli. “But over time, we were able to convince them that investing money in ‘Sport Court,’ that should survive the next hurricane,
is better than putting in new vinyl that we know for sure won’t survive
a Katrina-type storm.”
In an unrelated repair job, the city is going to repair the second
floor of the Wentwood Gymnasium.

*Discounts vary by states.
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
State Farm Indemnity Company, Bloomington, IL

Bond rate
from page 1

towards the city’s future. The great news is that Kenner is moving
forward.” Smith, Hudson, Murphy, Grass and Acomb are all residents
of Kenner.
At the council meeting, Yenni thanked the council for “collectively” working towards a progressive vision for Kenner. The $28.8

million raised from the bond sales will result in an extensive citywide program to improve traffic patterns, safety and drainage, as well
as launch a program to enhance and maintain city public grounds
and rights-of-way at major intersections.
The proposed city-wide corridor redevelopment program has
been praised highly by community and business leaders. Yenni set
aside $1 million of the $28.8 million raised to be used annually for a
maintenance fund that will keep Kenner beautiful. The improvement
projects will get underway before the end of 2013.
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City’s code enforcement advisory committee making strides
The city of Kenner Code Enforcement Advisory Committee was created in 2012 in response to
a recommendation made by Kenner Mayor Michael
S. Yenni’s economic development committee, which
was formed shortly after Yenni took office. The code
enforcement advisory committee’s official mission is
to share perspectives, study issues and develop recommendations for the mayor, his administration, the
police chief, the fire chief and the city council on matters involving code enforcement in an effort to promote public awareness and maintain a safe and desirable living and working environment in the city of
Kenner and, where violations of the city code occur,
to ensure a fair and unbiased compliance program.
At the Kenner City Council’s June 20, 2013 meeting, the code committee presented an update on its
progress in 2012 and 2013. The 11-member committee
created a priority list of actions after surveying council
members and committee members to determine their
direction in code enforcement matters. This year, the
committee has been reviewing the issue of the number of excess occupants in a single residence that are
not related or family members. The preliminary findings show that this issue is closely tied to illegal parking in Kenner neighborhoods. Committee member
Debbie Settoon said, “During the summer, especially,
vehicles illegally blocking sidewalks can prove to be
dangerous for children and other pedestrians. Kenner
Police Chief Steve Caraway is scheduled to meet with
the code enforcement advisory committee in August
to discuss how improvements can be enforced to prevent illegal parking.
Settoon said the code committee will also con-

Overcrowded parking in residential
neighborhoods which is not safe for
pedestrians and inhibits emergency
access for emergency vehicles and
workers, such as shown at left, is
currently legal in the city of Kenner. The
city’s code enforcement department and
its code enforcement advisory committee
are currently investigating how to change
the city’s code regulations to eliminate
this parking issue.
tinue to work to improve public awareness about new
ordinances and provide answers to frequently asked
code questions by posting a summary of “commonly
used code information” on the city’s website, www.
kenner.la.us/2/FREQUENTLY%20USED%20KENNER%20CODE%20INFORMATION.pdf.
Kenner Inspections and Code Enforcement
Director Tamithia Shaw said the code committee
reported to the council that its 2012 priority list of
code enforcement improvements is substantially
completed. In the case of blighted homes, legislation
to hold mortgage companies responsible for upkeep
has been passed, the process has been improved in
reducing the wait time for court action and house
raising safety issues such as unsafe ramp driveways
have been addressed. Ordinances also now prohibit
the sale of goods in parking areas.
On the problem of high grass or weeds and lots
needing fill, ordinances to reduce the cost and timing

of violator notifications, requiring de-littering before
cutting and requiring edging have been enacted. Ordinances have been put in force to define time limits
for when garbage cans to be placed out and picked up.
With the code committee’s suggestion, the
city council passed legislation that has increased
the weight of oversized vehicles allowed to park on
any street in residential neighborhoods from 6,000
to 14,000 pounds. However, the code committee is
still working on ways to better limit vehicles that are
parked on frontage grass.
Additionally, due to citizen’s complaints about
repeat offenders, the committee reported to the council and the administration approved a “one warning
limit” policy that will be implemented later this year.
The new policy should encourage compliance as it
limits the city’s code enforcement inspectors to writing just one warning per address per year on a specific
type of code infraction before writing a violation.

Settoon said the code committee has been
working on ways to raise general public awareness
of code and aesthetic issues. Among the committee’s
recommendations are suggestions to include code information in leases and utility transfers for new residents. The Kenner Code Enforcement Department
has increased code sweeps to a monthly basis, said
Settoon, and has implemented a city of Kenner right
of way lease program on Veterans Highway to provide funding for landscaping improvements. Settoon
has attended the Kenner Economic Development
Committee meetings and she and a majority of the
members of the code committee have endorsed the
mayor’s bond proposal refinancing for an extensive
city-wide program to improve traffic patterns, safety
and drainage, as well as the mayor’s programs that
will enhance and maintain city public grounds and
rights-of-way at major intersections.
Besides Settoon, members of the code advisory
committee include Debbie Villio as assistant chair,
Stacey Allesandro, Walt Bennetti, Scarlett Diaz, Mark
Johnson, Danny Laird, Anne Villanueva and Chuck
Wisler. Advisors to the code committee are Kenner
Inspection and Code Enforcement Director Tamithia
Shaw and Kenner Police Officer James Virgil.
The code enforcement advisory committee
meets the second Monday of the month from 5:30
p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in the council chambers at Kenner
City Hall, located at 1801 Williams Boulevard and is
open to the public for input or comment. The next
scheduled meeting is Monday, August 12, 2013.

Community

Chateau Estates Civic Organization to hold general meeting open to public
On Wednesday, August 7, 2013, the Chateau Estates Civic Organization (CECO) will hold its general
meeting at 7:00 p.m. at the Kenner Pavilion located at
3800 Loyola Drive in Kenner. The meeting is open to
the general public.
Guest speakers at the meeting include Kenner

Police Chief Steve Caraway who will discuss crime
in the area. Kenner Inspection and Code Enforcement Director Tamithia Shaw and Natalie Newton
will make a presentation on the city’s Inspection and
Code Enforcement Department and on the Kenner
Code Advisory Committee. There will be a question

and answer period following the presentations.
CECO membership is open to all parties interested in supporting Chateau Estates, its projects
and welfare. Dues are $25 a year per household. The
group concerns itself with subdivision covenants,
beautification and safety of the neighborhood.

Gulf Coast Bank

visit the different branches to view the items.
The auction is open to the public, including
bank customers and non-customers alike.
Some of the items to be auctioned off
include:
50-minute Ritz-Carlton Signature
couples massage – valued at $280. • Threenight stay in a French Quarter condo (five
bedrooms, three full bathrooms – valued at
$1,300 – based on availability at owner’s
discretion). • Two chartered fishing trips
from “Nothing Fancy Just Fishing” with
Captain Steve McCann – valued at $500
each, chartered fishing trip for two in Lake
Ponchartrain surrounding waters including all fuel, bait, poles, lunch and cleaning of catch. • Creekside Retreat at Stone
Creek Club and Spa – valued at $345 – includes two one-hour services, Stone Creek
manicure and pedicure, lunch, gratuity
and a pass to the club for a day. • Karen
Lee Photography 90-minute photo session – valued at $455 – includes pre-session

consultation, 90-minute portrait session, • $2,000 web design package. • Electric
image selection, retouching, in-home proof- Mercedes Benz children’s car. • Framed
ing session and premium archival pack- Aaron Neville 2013 Jazz Fest poster.
aging. Also includes ten gift prints (8x10
or smaller) and one wall print (11x14).

from page 1

fishing trips, spa packages, restaurant dinners
and collectibles,” said Williams. “Please stop by
any of our Gulf Coast Bank branches to bid on
items being auctioned off that might appeal to
you, with the added benefit of your winning bid
being donated to a needy charity.”
A unique feature is that donors of prizes
determine which charity will benefit from the
successfully auctioned item. The charities
themselves are also able to get involved, too,
as many charitable organizations put forth
items to be auctioned off with the proceeds
going back to their organization.
Over the last six years, the auction has
grown to include more charities and more
diverse items. Participants can bid on items
online at www.auctionsinaugust.com or by
visiting any one of the bank’s branches. While
nearly all items are accessible via online bidding, Williams said bidders are encouraged to

To inquire about membership in CECO call
Leonard Cline, president, at 838-8255 or vice president Marie Clesi at 469-1421.
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Generate Solid Leads • Learn Leadership Skills
Be A Confident Public Speaker
Improve Profitability
The Executive Achievers Association meets bi-weekly for breakfast.

Meeting Dates: August 8 & 22
at Messina’s Catering, 2717 Williams Blvd., Kenner

THE EXECUTIVE ACHIEVERS ASSOCIATION

Call Randy Lovitt at 504-836-7136 for more information on becoming a member
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Things to look for entering the Saints preseason
By Ken Trahan
With the 2013
be discounted.
New Orleans Saints
Is Ingram ready to carry the load?
preseason getting
Mark Ingram won a Heisman Trophy at Alaunderway in the
bama. He runs hard, plays hard. He is not parmidst of training camp, let’s take a look at the
ticularly fast or big. He is simply a running back.
key elements heading into the 2013 season off of
Ingram improved in 2012, enough to convince
a forgettable, difficult, disappointing 7-9 season
the Saints that he is ready to be the feature back,
in 2012.
a guy that could get 15 to 20 carries a game.
The Payton effect
I have always maintained that Ingram can
How much did the New Orleans Saints miss
be a solid player. I have never believed that he
Sean Payton in 2012? We are about to find out.
would be a star. Clearly, Payton is sold on his
The general consensus is that Payton was
former first-round pick. Clearly, he will get the
a massive loss. His brilliant play-calling, his feel
opportunity to prove his mettle in 2013.
for the game, his synchronicity with Drew Brees
The good news is that dependable, underand his confident arrogance which his players
rated Pierre Thomas is still around to provide a
feed off of were sorely missed. Despite good
spark. Darren Sproles is still “the mighty mite,”
coaches being at the helm, there was a leader- quick, fast, elusive and a definitive change-ofship vacuum last season. The players knew it
pace.
and felt it. The absence was obvious to all obWho’s on third?
servers.
The famous baseball phrase applies to the
Payton’s batteries are recharged. He got a
Saints wide receiver position. Marques Colston
reprieve from the grind of being an NFL coach
and Lance Moore are proven commodities. Befor a season, something many coaches secretly
hind them are question marks.
wish they had. He is motivated. So are his playJoe Morgan has the speed and big-play abilers. Are the Saints the 2011 version that could
ity you want to stretch the field. Can he continue
have reached and won the Super Bowl or the
to progress, mature and become a 40 catch guy?
2012 version that could not stop anyone? Payton
Is Nick Toon a player, a project or simply a player
was the top offseason addition for the Saints.
with promise that will not be realized? Can KenThe blind side
ny Stills, Jr. prove to be a good investment? Can
Will it be Charles Brown, Jason Smith or
sure-handed Andy Tanner stick? Will Courtney
Terron Armstead? While Jermon Bushrod was
Roby earn a roster spot once more?
no star, he was dependable, solid, if unspectacuWhile Jimmy Graham provides a security
lar at left tackle, protecting “the franchise” in
blanket with his immense receiving skills, you
Drew Brees.
must come up with a productive third receiver
Brown has been a mixed bag thus far for
to keep defenses honest.
the Saints, battling injuries. Smith is a castoff,
Who’s the caddy?
a bust as a former first-round draft pick getting
Drew Brees will take every meaningful
one last chance to salvage his career. Armstead
snap, barring injury. He remains the most imis intriguing, very athletic but very raw.
portant player on the roster.
At first blush, it would appear that the
That said, with Chase Daniel gone, who
job is Brown’s to lose. He would seem to be the
will serve as the reserve to Brees? The definite
present though Armstead could be the future. favorite is Seneca Wallace, who has experience
Smith is a0912_Century_Title_Gray.pdf
bit of a long shot though he 1cannot
the league
and has started games. Luke Mc8/24/12 in 8:02
PM

In Operation over 18 years

Cown has some experience and leadership skills
but is limited. Ryan Griffin of Tulane has the
intelligence and knowledge of the offense but is
a project.
Wallace would seem to be the guy but as
a Saints fan, if you see him on the field, it had
better be in the preseason or in the midst of a
regular season blowout.
The Ryan Express
Next to Sean Payton, Rob Ryan is the most
important acquisition by the Saints heading
into 2013.
Ryan brings an aggressive attitude, bravado to the party. He is colorful, frequently opinionated, outspoken. Does that sound familiar,
Saints fans? Yes, he is comparable to Gregg Williams, without the baggage. He will return the
Saints to being an attacking defense.
The question is whether he has the personnel to run the 3-4 alignment that he has
installed. Losing Victor Butler to injury will not
help. A possible offseason injury to Patrick Robinson may be a concern. Scheme is important
but having players is more important.
Who backs the line?
With Butler out, who will get the nod at
linebacker? Curtis Lofton is a lock, one of the
few bright spots from a year ago. Other than
that, who steps up?
Can Jonathan Vilma play alongside of him
in an alignment he clearly despised while with
the Jets in New York? Can Chris Chamberlain
come back from a serious injury or will he follow Steve Spagnuolo, who brought him here,
exit stage right? Can Junior Gallette make the
transition from putting a hand down to rushing
the passer from a standing position? Can Will
Smith extend his career at linebacker? Can
David Hawthorne get it done? Is Martez Wilson
a player? What of Rufus Johnson? Can Chase
Thomas be the surprise of the group? Can Will
Herring hang around another year?
There are many questions to be answered
here.
Secondary becomes primary
The secondary is a work in progress. Is Robinson hurt or will he be fine? How quickly will
Kenny Vacarro earn a starting spot at safety?
Will Corey White take a big step forward in year
two? Can Jabari Greer stay healthy and remain
relevant? Will hometown hero Keenan Lewis become the coveted “shutdown” corner?
Lewis will be the team’s top cover corner.
If Robinson and White are healthy, Greer’s position could become tenuous though his veteran
presence and solid persona would be hard to
part with.
Vacarro was drafted to play. Rafael Bush
and Isa Abdul Quddus are capable of playing.
Where does that leave Malcolm Jenkins and Roman Harper? Jenkins has more range but does
not make enough plays. Harper is a good tackler
but lacks coverage skills. Ultimately, Vacarro

will displace one as a starter. The most likely
loser, in time, could be Harper.
Hicks, Jordan ready to emerge
Akiem Hicks has the size and physical ability to play a very good inside player along the
Saints defensive line. He plays with a fire that
you love to see.
Cameron Jordan took a big step forward
with a very solid season in 2012. Along with Lofton, he was the other building block of an otherwise sad defense last season.
Tom Johnson and Tyrunn Walker are competent and draft choice John Jenkins will get a
shot to fit into the rotation up front immediately.
Kenyon Coleman provides veteran leadership.
The intangibles
The Saints have a good kicking game with
Thomas Morstead (punting, kicking off) and
Garrett Hartley (placements). The return game
should be fine. This is an area that they will win
more often than not, perhaps providing the difference in a close game or two.
The chip on the shoulder of the organization following the too harsh punishment for
BountyGate is substantial. It will serve as energetic motivation to succeed.
Brees burns to show that he still is among
the two or three best in the league after what
was an ordinary season for him. He deserves
to be mentioned in the same breath as Aaron
Rodgers, Tom Brady and Peyton Manning. To
play second-fiddle to Joe Flacco is a bit much,
at the relative stages of their careers, but Brees
understands the “what have you done for me
lately” mentality of the NFL.
All signs points to a winning season. Nine
wins would be a two-game improvement but
might not be enough to make the playoffs in
the tough NFC. 10 wins is certainly a possibility
and would get you in. With Atlanta in the division, it will take 11 or 12 wins to win the NFC
South. With Payton’s record against the Falcons,
I would not dismiss the possibility.
San Francisco, Seattle, Atlanta, Green Bay
will be slated ahead of the Saints in the NFC.
The New York Giants, Minnesota and possibly
Washington may be placed ahead of New Orleans by some observers as well. Payton is one
of the best game day coaches in the league and
Ryan should improve what was a dismal defense
that just needs to be competent, competitive.
Let the games begin!
Ken Trahan serves as sports director of WGSO 990 AM/WGSO.com and is
president and general manager of www.
SportsNola.com. Trahan is the also the general manager and chairman of the board
of the Saints Hall of Fame Museum in the
Louisiana Superdome, and runs the Life
Resources Sports Ministry.
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Deal’n Doug celebrates 15th anniversary
By Allan Katz
Deal’n Doug who has established a unique
niche for himself in the automobile business, is
celebrating the 15th anniversary of his Deal’n
Doug Autoplex located at 6900 Veterans Boulevard. Doug Turner specializes in selling preowned Mercedes, BMWs and other top-of-theline luxury cars and is one of Louisiana’s most
successful independent car dealers.
While the Deal’n Doug franchise is 15 years
old, Doug Turner has been in the car business for
35 years. He started out selling Volvos on Tulane Avenue in New Orleans back in 1979. Along the way,
before emerging as Deal’n Doug, he worked for all
the big names in the automobile business locally,
including Tom Benson, Troy Duhon and Ray Brandt.
“All the things that I learned during my first 20 years
in the car business helped me be successful when
I started out on my own,” he says. “But, the most
important thing that I learned and I live by it today,
is that you need to treat people exactly the way that
you want to be treated. I try to do that every day.”
Deal’n Doug is proud of that and he is almost
equally proud of the “A” rating he has received
from the Better Business Bureau and kept for the
15 years he’s been in business.
Along the way, Turner figured out that there
are a lot of people who would love to own a Mercedes, a BMW or a Lexus but can’t afford $60,000
to buy a new one. “But, those same folks can afford
$25,000 to buy a clean pre-owned Mercedes or BMW,
especially when I offer them a free one-year, 12,000
mile warranty that is as good as gold.”
Another thing that makes Deal’n Doug unique
is his commitment to social media. He can be found
on Facebook and Twitter. On his Facebook page
he puts pictures of every customer who buys a car
from him along with their comments about his dealership.“ It’s the ultimate third-party reference,” he
says. “Facebook and Twitter are huge. Anyone who
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Two Great Locations In Kenner

SAINTS LSU TULANE

Doug Turner
Owner Deal’n Dougs Autoplex
is in the business of communicating with the public
had better become an expert on social media. In
the modern world, social media is what magazine
advertising was in the 1950s and television advertising was in the 1970s.”
It is therefore ironic that many of Deal’n Doug’s
clients remember his 1998 classic TV ad where he
sang and played the guitar. The lyrics included the
immortal jingle, “If you’re down in New Orleans,
there’s a place you need to know. If you’re lookin’
for a car and ain’t got much dough…Deal’n Doug’s...
Deal’n Doug’s…dealin’, dealin’, dealin’…Doug’s.”
Although the spot is 15 years old, Turner still
buys time to play it and it still gets a warm response
from his customers. “One of the nicest things about
the Deal’n Doug’s franchise is that my customers
really seem to like me and I get a lot of repeat business,” he says. “That’s the best compliment anyone
can pay me.”

Football Party
Catering
Call ahead to order - 465-9444

Buffalo wings, chicken tenders, jambalaya,
mini po-boys, mini muffalettas,wraps, etoufee,
pasta, salads, boiled shrimp, meatballs, dips, pastries
Open 7 Days • Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
701 W. Esplanade • 461-9819
3501 Chateau Blvd. • 465-9444
Mon - Sat 6:30 - 3 pm
Everyday
Sun 7:00 to 2 pm
6:45 am - 10 pm
www.chateaucafe.com
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BRIGHTER, WHITER TEETH

KDHSA charter school ready for opening day
Kenner Discovery Health
Sciences Academy, a charter
school, is set to open its first
school year on the former campus of Maggiore Elementary
located at 2504 Maine Avenue
near Roosevelt Boulevard and
25th Street. Patty Glaser, founding head and chief executive
officer said, “There has been
lots of prep work going on at
KDHSA this summer. Parents,
teachers, students, and the
community have donated time,
energy, and talent. All of our inspiration and motivation comes
from our visionary board. We
are getting ready for August 15.”
The KDHSA board members
are Board Chair Diane Hollis,
Secretary Lynda Nugent-Smith,
Joe Caldarera, Jim Hudson, Dr.
Vinicio Madrigal, Jeanne Monte,
Henry Shane, Ronnie Slone and
Wayne Thomas.
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$

TEETH WHITENING
SPECIAL
New patients welcome.
Evening & weekend
appointments available.
Schedule an appointment at
LakesideDentalCare.com
or call (504) 833-3200.

FAMILY & SPECIALTY DENTISTRY
2400 Veterans Blvd. / Suite 210 / Kenner, LA
(504) 833-3200

Dr. Cheng You

General Dentistry
Dr. Huiying Chen

General Dentistry

MOST INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

LakesideDentalCare.com

Dr. Ian J. Landesman

General Dentistry
All patients must be at least 18 years old (or accompanied by a parent/guardian) to receive any specials.
ADA# 0150, 0272, 1110, 9972. Patients with gum disease may not qualify for the Teeth Whitening
Special. Whitening results vary by patient and previous restorations do not bleach. Examination prior to
receiving the Teeth Whitening Special is required.
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Airport

Third Annual

Kenner Wine and Food

Event

By Iftikhar Ahmad - Louis Armstrong New Orleans
International Airport Director of Aviation

Thursday, October 3, 2013 • 6:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.
Tickets $75 per person
$90 at the door
Tickets go on sale Aug. 19

Tickets available online at www.chateaugcc.com
or in person at main office

100 different wines &
Cuisines from top restaurants

12 Seasons, Acme Oyster House, Andrea’s, Austin’s, Bravo’s, Café du Monde,
Casa Garcia, Chateau GCC, Chateau Pub, Copeland’s, Deanie’s, Dorignac’s, Gambino’s,
LaBella’s, Messina’s, Mr. Ed’s, Pascal’s Manale, Ruth’s Chris, & Zea.
Proceeds go to Raintree Children & Family Services, who help protect and
guide needy and neglected children and teens. www.raintreeservices.org
Sponsored by Chateau Country Club, First Bank & Trust, Guffey Insurance,
Magnolia Foundation, Mayor Mike Yenni, Nicoll’s Limousines, & RNDC.

Entertainment by Groovy 7. Poolside, Dressy Casual

ChateauCC Wine & Food Event_0813.indd 1
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Dance classes for all ages

TAP Mom & Tot
Lyrical Jazz Zumba
Pre-School
Adult Jazz & Tap
Floor Gymnastics
Youth Adult
Performing Company
Ballet Pointe
REGISTER FOR FALL
CLASSES:

Hip Hop

Saturdays, August 3rd, 10th & 17th
from 10:00am-3:00pm

What makes us the BEST choice?
call or visit our website

Wednesdays, August 7th, 14th & 21st
from 5:00pm-7:00pm
Dance Company Auditions
August 5th & 6th

Artistic Director, Debby Dillehay is Dance Master Certified
3745 Florida Ave. • Kenner, LA • (504) 468-3368

www.debbydillehaydance.com

0713_Dillehay.indd 1

Important endorsements and
rankings for MSY

6/23/13 6:53 AM

I am pleased to
announce that the Southeast Baton Rouge/New
Orleans Super Region Committee has unanimously endorsed the new Louis Armstrong New
Orleans International Airport Terminal Plan at
their meeting in June. The first endorsement
of the plan was from the Baton Rouge Area
Foundation (BRAF) and the second endorsement was from Greater New Orleans, Inc. (GNO,
Inc.). The GNO Inc. and BRAF resolutions both
stated support for New Orleans Mayor Mitchell
J. Landrieu, the New Orleans Aviation Board
(NOAB), the oversight authority for the airport,
and Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport management in their collective decision to construct a new terminal for the airport
on the north side of the existing property. The
resolution was passed in consideration of the
following.
The importance of a world-class airport
to flight connectivity and brand, and hence
economic development.
The marked improvement in management and governance of the airport.
The comprehensive analysis performed
to determine the value maximizing strategy
for the future of the airport.
Founded in 2009, the Southeast SuperRegion Committee (SEC) is an unprecedented
partnership between the greater New Orleans
and greater Baton Rouge regions. The committee is composed of Greater New Orleans, Inc.
and Baton Rouge Area Chamber board members whose mission is to foster cooperation for
mutual benefit between the regions.
The endorsements refer to the new airport
terminal design presently underway that was
announced by Mayor Landrieu and the NOAB
on April 17, 2013. On this date, Mayor Landrieu
joined the board members of the NOAB and
regional elected, business and tourism leaders
to announce plans to build a brand new, $650
million state-of-the-art airport terminal on the
north side of the current airport property. The
announcement came less than two years after
the mayor requested the New Orleans Aviation
Board to undertake an in-depth and robust
analysis of four proposals for the future of the
Armstrong International Airport from the airport’s master plan. The support of this committee signals a regional spirit of cooperation that
will be necessary for the ongoing success of this
project.
In other airport news, I am pleased to
announce that a new MSY passenger enplanement ranking for U.S. flights has been reported
by the federal agency, Research and Innovative
Technology (RITA) Administration Bureau of
Transportation Statistics. RITA’s summary data
released on June 21, 2013 has for the first time
ranked Armstrong International number 38

among 827 U.S. airports in enplanements and
39 in arrivals. The ranking period took place
over a 12-month period that ended March 2013.
Before Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans was
ranked number 40 among the nation’s airports.
After the storm, the ranking dropped to 56.
In addition to the RITA good news, our new
refurbished airport food court has been named
a winner. Food Republic.com has named Louis
Armstrong New Orleans International Airport
among the six best airport food courts in America. The other airports selected among the best
are Chicago: O’Hare International Airport, Salt
Lake City International, Los Angeles International Airport, Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport and New York City’s John F.
Kennedy International Airport. The website explores the new culture of food through stories,
interviews, global conversations and experiences inspiring happier living and better eating for
everyman. Featured in the New Orleans spotlight was the new Dookey Chase Restaurant, a
New Orleans’ restaurant landmark named for
founder Leah Chase, known as the “Queen of
Creole Cuisine.” The new restaurant is one of
eight new eateries constructed in time for the
recent 2013 Super Bowl in New Orleans.
Finally, Moody’s Investor Services has recently affirmed the A3 rating on the NOAB’s
general airport $220 million outstanding revenue bonds with a stable outlook. The stable
outlook is based on Moody’s expectation that
the airline use and lease agreement will be renewed in a timely manner, enplanement levels
will continue to grow and return to pre-hurricane Katrina levels over the next several years
and that capital improvement costs will not
excessively encumber airport general revenues.
As the NOAB and staff continue to work to
improve Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport, it is encouraging to see that
our efforts are being recognized by regional
organizations and national public and private
entities.
Iftikhar Ahmad, director of aviation for
Louis Armstrong New Orleans International
Airport may be reached at director@flymsy.
com. Check your local listings for the air time
of the Armstrong International Airport 30
minute television program, “Airport Alive”
or view it on the airport website, www.flymsy.
com, by clicking on the “Airport Alive” link on
the “News and Stats” page. You can now follow
the airport on facebook.com/MSYAirport and
twitter.com/NO_Airport. To find out how to be
a volunteer at the airport, click on “Ambassador” on the airport’s website homepage.

Advertise in the
KENNER STHR • 468-9125
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Health
What to expect when you’re
expecting during hurricane
season: Tips for moms-to-be
By Michael Wiedemann, M.D.
With hurricane
season upon us, pregnant women and families with
small children need to take extra precautions to ensure that things go smoothly, whether evacuating or
staying. Making preparations now can spare a new
mother from unnecessary worry during power outages
and storm recovery later.
Plan an alternate birth location in the event of
road problems or evacuation. If it’s close to your delivery date or if you are considered high-risk, communicate with your healthcare provider’s office to let them
know where you will be. Discuss whether it is safe for
you to leave prior to the storm.
Create a family communication action plan so
everyone is clear about what needs to take place before and during evacuation. If you are evacuating and
late in pregnancy, have a copy of your prenatal care
record and immunizations and bring your birth bag.
Have phone numbers and locations for local obstetricians and midwives in the event you cannot reach
your regular provider during evacuation. You can go to
www.acog.org and find an OB/GYN in other areas of
the state or country.
Hurricanes do not directly cause labor to happen. Labor is expected anytime between 37 and 42
weeks and should be planned for accordingly.
If you seek help at a shelter, immediately notify
them of your pregnancy and get information about the
location of hospitals in the area.
Bring with you any medications, including prenatal vitamins and prescriptions – enough to last
about two weeks in case you choose or have to relocate during a storm.
Do all you can to reduce stress – stress is a major
factor in preterm labor. Early preparation and planning will help reduce stress levels.
Learn the signs of preterm labor and contact

help as soon as possible if you experience contractions every 10 minutes or more, leaking vaginal fluid
or bleeding, feeling that the baby is pushing down, low,
dull backache or abdominal cramps.
Flood waters after a storm may carry all forms
of infectious agents and toxic chemicals, which can
harm both mom and baby. If you are in a flood-prone
area, it’s probably a good idea to again fall back on
your plan and evacuate so you avoid being put in that
situation.
Feeding your baby
It is important to create a food hurricane kit for
the entire family that can either be used at home or
during a car ride to safer ground.
Mom should have enough high-protein snacks
and clean water to drink to prevent dehydration.
For babies less than six months old, breast milk
is the sole source of recommended nutrition. Breastfeeding is always available and sterile. Packing a
battery operated quality pump or hand pump, clean
storage bottles or bags, and a method of freezing or
cold storage.
Pumped milk will last about eight days refrigerated; previously frozen milk will last about 24 hours
in the fridge. Pack at least three full days and nights
worth of pre-washed bottles, nipples and formula.
For more information, please visit www.ochsner.
org/prepare or call 443-9500.
Michael Wiedemann, MD, Obstetrics and
Gynecology is a board certified obstetrician-gynecologist who has practiced medicine in the New Orleans
area for the last 25 years. Dr. Wiedemann joined the
Ochsner team in August of 2008 and has served in
different leadership roles at Ochsner-Kenner. Dr. Wiedemann and his group of Ob/Gyns specialize in all
aspects of women’s health.

Going in through the wrist for coronary
blockages offers greater patient comfort
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Proven to Pay the Most
.

Over 30 Years Experience Locally Owned
EARN MORE ON
%
GOLD
SILVER
PLATINUM

20

More

Excludes Coins, Diamonds & Watches. One Coupon Per Customer.
Expires 9/30/13. Code: KS-0813

TopDollarGoldBuyers.net . 504.287.4450 . 2537 Williams Blvd (next to Taco Tico)

Mon-Thur 8am-11pm
Fri-Sat 8am-12pm
Sun 8am-10pm

Chilangos Restaurant Authentic Mexican Food
2723 Roosevelt Blvd. Kenner, LA 70062 • 504-469-5599
SpecializeS in: FajitaS
Rib eye 16oz $14.99 • Hand Made Fresh Soft tacos
Oyster 1/2 Shelf • Seafood cocktails
House and top Shelf Margaritas
lunch Menu 8am-4pm $7.99
Chilangos_0813.indd 1
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Pre-register for

FREE TARP
INSTALLTION
(call for details to see if you qualify)

By Allan Katz
For many years, inserting a catheter through the
leg and using it to find coronary blockages was standard medical procedure. But, in recent years, doctors
have found that inserting the catheter through the
wrist to begin the procedure is a lot more comfortable
for the patient and is a safer method.
One of the doctors who hasmade a specialty of
starting the catheter at the patient’s wrist is Dr. David
Liff, an interventional cardiologist at Ochsner Medical
Center-Kenner. “When we go in through the leg the patient has to lie flat for several hours and there is also
the possibility of serious bleeding,” said Dr. Liff. “When
we go in through the wrist, the patient is far more
comfortable and there are reduced chances of excessive bleeding. People are often amazed when we tell
them that this is an outpatient procedure that rarely
takes more than an hour. If there are no blockages, we
are often able to tell the patient after 40 minutes that
they can take their time, get dressed and prepare to
go home. In some ways the development of this procedure is symbolic of all the life-saving advances in
modern medicine. In this instance, we can find and remove blockages that in a previous era might have been

Fire • Wind • Water • Hail

r e s t o r at i o n

Dr. David Liff
fatal and we can do it fast and with a bare minimum
of discomfort. I think sometimes even those of us who
are doctors and nurses are amazed by what has been
achieved.”
Dr. Liff moved to south Louisiana from Cleveland a year ago and has found much to like in Kenner
and at the Ochsner-Kenner medical complex. “This
clearly is an outstanding facility and it has definitely
become an integral part of the city of Kenner,” says
Dr. Liff. “This is a very nice place to live and work. It
is also a lot warmer than Cleveland.”

Emergency Service for Fire Damage repair,
Wind damage repair, Water damage repair,
Hail damage repair, Structural repair, and Force drying.
MARTZ INC. | 4240 Williams Blvd. | Kenner, LA 70065 | 504-417-6526

www. mart z inc. com
Martz_0813.indd 1

7/26/13 10:44 PM
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Real Estate

The stress of buying a new home
By Linda R. Martin
Buying a home
can be one of the more
stressful experiences
in life. It can be a long,
intimidating process
and easily overwhelming. But, with the right attitude,
it can also be an enjoyable, exhilarating experience.
Preparing to move
Be prepared by becoming knowledgeable. Educate yourself on each step in the process. Keep a
notebook and calendar to track the process, from
house hunting to potential lenders, inspectors and
closing attorneys. Get pre-qualified by a lender to

make your house hunting most productive. Overestimate your closing costs so as to be prepared. Gather
all the financial documents you will need for the loan
process and keep your finances in order until you have
closed on your loan. Do what you can to improve your
credit score, pay your bills on time and don’t acquire
new debt.
Find an agent
Find a real estate agent who you trust and can
connect with on a personal level, as communication
is the key. Does the agent state the terms in easily understood language? Do they communicate in your preferred method, whether it is text, email, cell phone or

Your Hair Loss…
Our Solution…
$349

Men or Women
No Contract
Free Consultation
Complete Privacy

Includes 100% human
hair non-surgical graft,
and application…
Totally Undetectable

Hair Styles Unlimited
Salon & Spa
3635 Florida Ave
Kenner, LA

Specializing in hair restoration,
extensions, and alternative hair.

www.hairstylesunlimitedinc.com
Thinning Hair Experts Since 1977

Child traveling back to school in August?
Make sure she’s safe on the road!

Make sure she's safe on the road!
Let us serviCe your vehiCLe.
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Dennis Automotive

Dennis Automotive

2220 Airline Drive • Kenner, LA 70062

504-466-1381 • www.dennisauto1.com
(504) 466-1381
2220 Airline DriveFAMILY
• Kenner
OWNED AND OPERATED
NATIONWIDE WARRANTY
AutoTrans_0813 1

Linda R. Martin, who is licensed in Louisiana,
can be reached at 443-6464 or at her Gardner Realtors office located at 4140 Williams Boulevard in Kenner, LA. Gardner Realtors is a local independently
owned and operated company. Visit the company
website at www.gardnerrealtors.com.

Home
By Dan Dormady

Child traveling for school in August?

y
afet

in order to facilitate the process. It never hurts to obtain a second opinion on the loan, as this is a time you
are usually making the biggest financial investment of
your life. Consult with your real estate agent for assistance in sorting through the options.
After close, moving in
Congratulations! You’ve successfully negotiated
yourself through the complex maze that is home-buying and now at last find yourself kicking back in the
home of your dreams.
Linda R. Martin, who is licensed in Louisiana,
can be reached at 443-6464 or at her Gardner Realtors
office located at 4140 Williams Boulevard in Kenner,
LA. Gardner Realtors is a local independently owned
and operated company. Visit the company website at
www.gardnerrealtors.com.

The attic is a vital part of your home

504 464 5949

You Can Change Your Graft
Daily, Weekly, or Monthly.
It’s Your Choice

video? Choose an agent with proven expertise in your
areas of interest.
Finding a home
See yourself in your new home – how does it
make you feel? Keep the big picture in mind and your
expectations in check, as no house is perfect. Make a
list of your top priorities and lower priorities. Once you
know what you are working with financially, try not to
second guess yourself as to your decision.
Waiting for acceptance
Once you have made an offer, patience is key.
The seller may reject your offer, counter offer differing
terms or accept yours as a back-up offer. There is never
a guarantee that it will close, circumstances such as
pending inspections of the property or clear loan approval can stand in the way of buying a home.
Inspection period
Hire experienced and professional inspectors to
conduct a thorough investigation of the property. Be
present during the inspection so that you can questions the inspectors.
Loan approval
Make sure you have gathered and made available to your lender all required financial information

7/26/13 10:49 PM

“Proudly Serving Kenner and the Metro Area Since 1976!”

In most homes
the attic is a dark and
dusty place where
everything that is not
frequently required is
stored. In many cases it becomes a dumping ground for
all kinds of junk. But the attic is really an integral part
of your home and not checking it regularly for problems
can result in issues affecting the rest of the house which
can lead to health hazards as well as expensive repairs.
Inspecting your attic does not take very long and requires
little in the way of specialized knowledge or tools.
Before you can inspect your attic it is imperative
that the access to the attic is sturdy and safe. In most
homes, a pull down ladder has been provided in the
hallway. You need to make sure the ladder is in good
condition. If your home is older, replacement of the access ladder may be needed.
The roof is the part of the house that is most exposed to weather and climatic conditions. Continuous exposure over years to rain and arid dryness, burning heat
from direct sunlight and cold can affect the integrity of
the roof and the house below it. And the first part of the
house to be affected is that just below the roof, the attic.
Water damage, leaks, seepages, cracks and mold
are among the most common attic problems. And if they
are not tackled quickly, the damage can rapidly spread
to the rest of the house. Regular attic inspection will, in
most cases, allow you to spot problems early on before the
repair costs become prohibitive and you are looking at a
wide scale project all of a sudden.
Think of the roof as a crash helmet and the attic as
the head below it and you will understand the importance
of attic inspection. Attic inspections are not something to
be taken lightly. The Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) makes special mention of the importance of attic inspection on its website. If you would
prefer to have a professional do the job for you, the information you need about home and attic inspectors can be
found online.
By following the list below, you can protect your

home and identify potential problem areas before they
become serious.
Make sure that all the vents, of whatever types may
be installed, are clear and air is able to flow without hindrance. If the attic has soffit vents it is important to ensure
that the vents have not been blocked by insulation material.
Installing baffles will keep the soffit areas clear and ensure
proper ventilation. In the case of ridge vents, check to see if
the sheathing under the vent is cut back by at least the three
inches that are needed to ensure proper air flow. Blockages
in the roof vents caused by animal and bird’s nests, leaves
etc., are common. Clean these vents out regularly.
Pay special attention to the areas around the chimneys, roof vents, sky lights and valley areas. These are
where rotted sheathing caused by water leakage is most
often found.
Check the insulation in the attic for damage and
have any repairs done as fast as you can. Remember that
hot air rises and heat loss through the attic can have a
significant impact on your utility bills. For insulation
to be effective, 10 to 12 inches is the optimum thickness.
Inspect for the presence of mold, which is a common problem with attics. If you do find suspect mold or
any black or unknown substances on the sheathing, obtain professional help to resolve the problem as it could
lead to serious health issues.
Check the wood rafters and sheathing for sagging
or cracks. If there is any sagging in the roof framing, additional support may be required.
Looking after your attic is an important part of looking after your home. Catching and fixing problems early
will protect your family and save you money.
Dan Dormady, P.E. is a licensed professional engineer and licensed home inspector and the president
of Criterium-Dormady Engineers, a locally owned
consulting engineering firm specializing in residential and commercial building inspection services.
Dormady can be reached at 456-6999, P.O. Box 113565
Metairie, LA 70011-3565, or at criteriumdormady@
cox.net. Criterium-Dormady Engineers’ website is
www.criterium-dormady.com..
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Anytime you’re ready C.B.
By Ed Clancy
This is a column
In the wings there was a staircase that went
about truth being
to an upper floor. I told my deputy friend to get
just as strange, if not
up on the stairs and when Bob Hope came off
stranger than fiction. stage to go to his dressing room I would briefly
You be the judge.
intercept him and shake his hand. It was at this
I’ll begin by revisiting a world famous
time the deputy, nicely stationed up above, was
story about motion picture director Cecil B. to snap the photo of me and Hope for posterity
DeMille (C.B. for short) during the filming of (and maybe even the morning paper).
his blockbuster, “The Ten Commandments,”
It was a good plan except for one thing.
starring Charlton Heston as Moses.
Hope’s performance was such a hit with the
According to the story, all are in readiness
audience that they wouldn’t let him go. The
with three cameras positioned in strategic first time he started to leave the stage, I yelled
locations – one on each shore and one high
up to my confederate, “Okay, here he comes,
atop a nearby mountain. Moses raises his
get ready!” From up on the stairs came, “You
staff and the Red Sea parts in one majestic got it, Ed!”
movement and thousands of Israelites cross
To thunderous applause Hope strode off
over the dry bed of the sea to the other side. stage into the wings on my side and looked right
When the action is completed DeMille shouts
into my eyes. I reached out my hand...and he
to the cameraman on the near side, “How did
abruptly turned around and strode back onto
it go, Bill?” The cameraman shouts back, “Sorry, the stage for an encore. It was pandemonium
Mr. DeMille, but the film jammed just as the out there.
people started to cross.”
Five minutes later I said, “Here he comes
Disappointed, DeMille shouts to the
again, you ready up there?”
cameraman on the other shore, “How about
“No problem,” came the reply. “I’m ready.”
you, Jim?” Jim replies, almost in tears, “Mr.
Same thing – Hope comes off stage, looks
Demille, the tripod collapsed and the camera
me in the eye, I reach out my hand, and once
was thrown onto the rocks. I didn’t get a thing.” again he does an about face and heads back out
Crushed, but still hopeful, DeMille looks to
to the wild cheers.
the mountaintop and yells through cupped
This happened time and again. I don’t
hands, “How did it go with you, Johnson?” He
remember how many encores he did, but they
responded with the cheerful reply, “Anytime were taking a toll not only on me, but on my
you’re ready C.B.!”
friend on the staircase as well.
The story cannot be true, of course,
The very last time he came off stage it was
because the “parting” of the Red Sea could only obvious he wanted to get out of there and head
be accomplished with the use of Hollywood
back to his dressing room. I knew this was it! I
“special effects” and not on location in one take. plunged out my hand, he looked me in the eye,
But, hold the phone. Something very much grabbed my hand saying, in his trademark way,
like that did happen to me and it’s as true as “How ya doin?” and off he went. Finally, we had
anything you will ever hear in your life.
pulled it off. It was a great, and very strong,
From the 1930s to the 1980s, Bob Hope was
handshake. I looked up to my pal on the stairs
one of America’s foremost comedy performers, and said, “How’d it go?” I don’t know what he
from vaudeville to legitimate theater to radio was doing but he quickly turned around and
to movies to television. After I came to New
said, extremely flustered, “Did-did he come out
Orleans in the early 1970s, I had the pleasure yet?”
of interviewing Hope by phone on the radio
In other words – “Anytime you’re ready
and later getting to meet him and have our C.B.!”
picture taken together at Archbishop Hannan’s
I’m going to leave what I then said to him
Catholic Charities Gala at the Hyatt Regency. to your imagination. I don’t remember my
Then in 1993, I was asked to Emcee Hannan’s
exact words but I do know they were loud and
80th birthday celebration at the New Orleans
probably contained some profanity. I also know
Hilton. I was able to persuade Mr. Hope to send
that my face was quite flushed. I don’t ever
a letter congratulating the “kid” (Hannan) on
remember being so angry. Then I looked at my
his 80th birthday, which I proudly read from the horrified deputy friend, who was one big ball of
head table.
“Gee, Ed, I’m soooo sorry! I was ready every time,
However, my first encounter with the
but then he came out so fast...”
great Hope came in the early 1960s at the
That’s when I started laughing and I
War Memorial Auditorium in Syracuse, New could not stop, because, suddenly all I could
York, where he was playing to a packed house
see in my head was Cecil B. DeMille. Then the
of about 6,000 people. I got into the backstage deputy started laughing and now we were both
area by using my press credentials so I was able laughing and finally, we went out for a beer.
to view the whole show from the wings. Also in True story.
the wings with me was a young deputy sheriff,
Ed Clancy can be reached via email
whose name I do not recall, who was a fan of
at edclancy2@aol.com or at his blogsite,
both Bob Hope and me, as strange as that may
sound. He was on duty as a security guard that ed-clancy.blogspot.com.
night but he also wanted to get a picture of Mr.
Hope with the professional grade camera he
was carrying. That gave me an idea.

WANTED: NEW ASSOCIATES
We are looking for a few serious people to join our energetic and
progressive thinking company. You provide the energy and we will
provide everything you need to become a success in the real estate
industry. Call (504) 433-6464 for more information.

Williams Office

4140 Willians Blvd. Kenner. LA 70065
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Financial evacuation
By Guy Williams
A few years ago, my wife and
I had a great trip to Ireland. As we
spoke to a local Irishman one morning, we commented we were really
enjoying the trip, but were surprised by how sunny it was because we heard a lot about the persistent Irish rains. He put a
finger to his lips and pointed skywards and said, “Don’t say that
out loud, He might be listening.”
I do not think we need to worry about being overheard, so I
will bring up the dreaded “evacuation” word.
We have been through some calm storm years alternating

Steven A. Watts
Attorney at Law
35 years
experience

Estate planning, Wills, Trusts,
Successions, Business Transactions
Corporate, Franchise & Real Estate Law

with tough years. I do not know what will happen this year, but I
do know a little planning can make things a lot better.
The first step I suggest is to begin with a financial plan because evacuations are expensive. You should set up a dedicated
savings account to prepare for this eventuality. You will need to
fund the savings account a little bit each month, using any unexpected windfalls to build an evacuation nest egg. Ideally you
want to have enough money for gas, food and lodging for five days.
It is also comforting to have a “go package” with toiletries,
books, games, clothing, charging cords and medicines. The
knowledge that this package is ready to go can really reduce
stress. Another good idea is to decide where you will go when
evacuating. As our pastor said, “Some of us know that we can’t go
back to where we went last time.”
Another suggestion is to use the food in the freezer. Our objective is to have an empty or nearly empty freezer from mid-August until the end of September. This is actually fun because we
know we will not be wasting food and we get to restock in the fall.
Financially, you want to be able to do business wherever
you are during evacuating. The easy way to do this is to enroll in
Internet banking and mobile banking. You will then be able to
handle bill paying and all of your financial transactions by cell
phone or Internet, regardless of where you end up.
I do not keep cash at home but it is helpful to have a small
stash of cash in your car. This can be useful if the power is out
and you are unable to use charge cards.
Also, be sure that you have registered all of your credit cards

for Internet access. You will need to set up a password for each
account. I don’t like to write down the passwords so I suggest using something you will easily remember. Instead of writing down
the password, write down password hints that only you will know.
An example for a password is the make and model number for
your favorite motorcycle.
In a crisis you may have problems with your memory so having hints can be a real life saver. You want to expect the best but
plan for the worst.
Finally, I suggest investing in flood insurance. Be sure that
you have both dwelling flood insurance coverage and contents
coverage. I almost found out about this the hard way. I always
advocate flood insurance but when I asked my agent how much
contents coverage I had, he said, “None. You have never had contents coverage.” Wow, was I surprised because I thought that I
was covered. You need to check and be sure of your coverage. If
you have a very valuable house or very valuable contents, you can
also get excess flood insurance. Just ask your insurance agent.
I am always hoping for a calm year, but let’s plan and be
prepared in case we have a bad one.

Rivertown

tax and other advantages.
“We’ve been working closely with the state which has taken an interest in helping communities throughout Louisiana
revive, renovate and improve their historic neighborhoods,”
says Hebert. “All across Louisiana are towns and cities that
have historic neighborhoods, often dating back a century or
more, that would benefit from being restored and returned to
the marketplace. Of course, we think Rivertown is a prime example of just that.”
Now that Rivertown has been designated a cultural district the state legislation that applies calls for the appointment of an active arts council. Hebert says that Kenner is
working closely with the New Orleans Arts Council to develop
a state-of-the-art arts council for Rivertown.
“I think we’re making real progress in the direction that
Mayor Yenni, the city council and the community want us to go
in Rivertown,” says Hebert. “We are also grateful to the state
for opening an office of the department of motor vehicles in
Rivertown. It’s very convenient to park in the public lot across
the street and walk over to the DMV. This is another important
step in the right direction.”

4200 S. I-10 Service Road • Suite 110 • Metairie

836-0811

from page 1
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sales of original art. At the same time, the state office of motor
vehicles has opened an office in what previously was the Mardi
Gras Museum. And, more and more private functions, including weddings, are being held in Rivertown’s Heritage Park and
St. Mary’s Church.
“We’ve seen a significant increase in traffic in Rivertown
already,” says Jay Hebert, director of planning for the city of
Kenner. “But, we’ve just gotten started. The status of the new
cultural district will encourage art galleries because now sales
of original art are tax-free. We’re hoping that the added traffic will attract developers who want to renovate an existing
property.”
Hebert is also hoping that a vision first raised by former
Mayor Ed Muniz might come to pass – the arrival of a developer who sees Rivertown as an ideal site for condominiums or
apartments.
Still to come, says Hebert, is a state designation of Rivertown as a Main Street community which brings with it added
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decision.
The decision allowed the city of Kenner to continue with a
plan to refinance bonds and raise approximately $30 million to redevelop and enhance several high-profile corridors.
According to Kenner’s legal counsel, the city administration
carefully followed the city of Kenner’s Home Rule Charter, state
Bond Validation Act and all protocol required to submit a bond
refinancing plan to the City Council. Attorney Michael Power, out-

Guy Williams is president and chief executive officer of
Gulf Coast Bank and Trust Company. Their Kenner branch
office is located at 3410 Williams Boulevard. Brian Behlar,
branch manager, can be contacted at 565-3661. Visit Gulf Coast
Bank and Trust’s website at www.gulfbank.com.

side counsel to the city said, “The judge’s decision was much more
than ruling on a technical issue. The Bond Validation Act is designed to protect local governments from legal challenges that are
intended to delay the issuance of bonds. The very nature of bonds
is that they are very susceptible to market conditions. If bond
issues are allowed to lie over indefinitely, markets can fluctuate
wildly and cost the city much more than time.”
Kenner Mayor Michael S. Yenni said, “Now that the lawsuit
has been dismissed Kenner’s residents and business owners
can be assured that the city will prosper from the scheduled
upgrades and improvements that will not cost any additional
taxpayer dollars.”
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Protecting your most valuable asset, your home
By Steven A. Watts
Each year hundreds of pieces of propThe most valuerty
are
“sold” at tax sales throughout the state.
able asset for most
When
property
taxes owed the parish become
of us is our home. It
delinquent,
the
parish
may collect those taxes by
is the center of our
“selling”
the
taxpayer’s
property at auction. Once
personal and family life and the place that we
a
tax
sale
has
been
recorded
in the parish concan return at the end of the workday to spend
veyance
office,
the
property
owner
has a period
time with our family and to pursue those things
of
three
years
to
redeem
his
property
from the
that make us happy. Home ownership is the
tax
purchaser.
This
typically
requires
payment
heart of the “American Dream.”
of
the
taxes
together
with
statutory
interest
and
Unfortunately, a financial reversal for an
penalties.
If
there
has
been
no
redemption,
the
individual can mean the loss of a home to foretax
purchaser
can
file
a
civil
action
to
confirm
closure. We have all heard the trite admonition,
or “quiet the title” to the property in his name.
“If you don’t pay, you can’t stay.” The law provides
Often,
the service of this lawsuit by the sheriff is
that a creditor file a civil action to foreclose on
the
first
time that a property owner learns of the
the property in question. This petition is typisale
of
his
property for non-payment taxes. Such
cally personally served by a deputy or court apwas
the
case
in the recent decision by the Fourth
pointed process server. Such an important event
Circuit
in
Cititax
Group, L.L.C. v. Gibert 12-0633
requires more than just a letter in the mail. The
(La.
App.
4
Cir.
11/7/12).
procedure is different, however, when you fail to
Mr. Gibert owned a parcel of property on
pay your property taxes.

Iberville Street in New Orleans. His property was
sold at a tax sale to Cititax Group, L.L.C. upon
Cititax’s payment of the delinquent taxes. After
the passage of more than seven years, Cititax
filed a civil action to quiet the title to the property. At issue was whether Mr. Gibert had received
proper notice of the tax sale. There was a certified letter sent to Gibert, however, the address
was incorrect. There had also been a public notice of the tax sale placed in the local newspaper.
The trial court found that the notice was sufficient and ruled that title to the property was legally acquired by Cititax. On appeal, the Fourth
Circuit reversed the trial court’s decision finding
that the notice was insufficient under the due
process requirements set forth by the United
States Supreme Court in Mennonite Board of
Missions v. Adams, 103 S. Ct. 2706 (1983).
Of course, every case is different and fact
sensitive, however, the message is clear. If you

wish to avoid the unpleasant surprise of someone
else claiming title to your property, you should
confirm that your real estate taxes have been
paid each year. One way is to simply check on
online with the Jefferson Parish Sheriff’s Office
at eservices.jpso.com/eservicespt/propertytax/
propsrch. Here’s another trite declaration that
might apply in this case, “An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure.”

DOTD safety officials and both agencies were interested because of a relatively high number of pedestrian accidents on Williams Boulevard.
The study will focus on the feasibility of both
short-term and long-term improvements along Williams and the estimated costs of things such as bike
lanes and even relocating the overhead utility cables,

though Brooks acknowledged that moving the cables
underground could be cost-prohibitive.
“But for the purposes of the study, nothing is
off the table,” Brooks said. “Everything is being considered.”
There’s potentially even better news in the
future for Kenner, as Brooks said the Williams Bou-

levard corridor improvement work could be funded
by the RPC, though actual construction probably
wouldn’t begin for about two years.
“I think once we see what kind of recommendations are coming from the feasibility study that could
be a great project to place in our construction program,” Brooks said..

Citywide improvement plan
from page 7

said Yenni asked some time ago if the agency was
interested in getting involved in any of the corridor
improvement projects. Brooks said he then talked to

Steven A. Watts, a member of the Louisiana State Bar Association, has been a practicing attorney for over 35 years. His office is
located at 4200 S. I-10 Service Road, Suite 110,
in Metairie. Estate planning, wills, trusts, successions, business transactions and corporate,
franchise and real estate law are his primary
areas of practice. Watts is also the owner and
manager of Amerititle, Inc. and can be reached
at 836-0811 or swatts@amerititlela.com.

Kid Safety Fair
Saturday, August 24th
11:00-3:00

Veterans Park on Williams Blvd.
next to Kenner City Hall
Police Dept.
Fire Dept.
Karate Experts

Shriner Clowns
Food & Drink
Music & Prizes

Sponsored by: East Bank Masonic Families
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Keep your home safe during your vacation
By Marie M. Clesi
Most vacations
require some degree
of planning. So does
protecting your residence against home invasions during your absence.
Here are some simple things you can do to help protect your home while you’re away.
Don’t share your travel itinerary on social
media. Avoid chatting about your vacation plans
on social media sites, such as Facebook and Twitter.
You never know who is reading your posts or tweets.
Also refrain from posting travel photos online until
after you’ve returned. If you need to share your itinerary for any reason, then give your travel plans to
someone you trust.
Ask your neighbor for a helping hand. A
full mailbox is a dead giveaway that you’re gone.
Instead of stopping your newspaper and mail delivery, which can be a hassle, especially if you’re only
going to be gone for a few days, ask a neighbor to
stop by daily to pick up your mail. In addition, your
house key is better off with your neighbor than under the welcome mat or a plastic rock.
Hire a house sitter. If you’re new to the block
and you don’t know your neighbors well enough to
ask them to watch your home, consider hiring a
professional house sitter. And if you have pets, hav-

ing a house sitter means you don’t have to put your
dog or cat in a kennel, which can be traumatic for
some animals.
Store valuables in a safe deposit box. Important personal items, such as your home mortgage, vehicle registrations, passports and expensive jewelry, should be kept in a safe deposit box
off-site.
Install strong door locks. The most common
way burglars break into a home is to kick the entranceway at the door jamb until it gives. A highsecurity four-screw strike plate, using three-inch
screws and a door lock with an ANSI Grade 1 rating
can make breaking into your home much tougher.
Trim trees and shrubs near the house. Keep
shrubbery cut neat so the interior of your home is
visible and burglars can’t hide undetected.
Turn down your phone’s ringer. A loud, unanswered phone can be a tip-off that you’re not home.
Forward your calls to your mobile phone, as well.
Continue snow or lawn service. An unshoveled winter driveway or an uncut summer lawn can
be a red flag. Keeping these items maintained can
deter burglars from targeting your home.
Keep valuables away from windows. Your
new flat-screen TV can be a tempting target, especially if it’s visible from the street. Move expensive

appliances away from windows and out of sight.
Install light timers. Light timers are an inexpensive way to give the impression that your house
is occupied. Available at most hardware stores, timers automatically turn lights on for a preset amount
of time every day.
Set up motion sensors. Motion sensors installed in the front, back and side of the house can
detect movement and flood light on designated areas, potentially deterring break-ins.
Secure sliding doors. Many homes have a
sliding glass door in the rear of the residence. Glass
doors are usually less secure than wooden or metal
doors. One way to make a sliding door more secure
is to cut a wooden pole or thick dowel that matches
the length of the sliding track when the door is
closed. This simple trick can keep the door from
opening even if the lock is compromised.
Put in a burglar alarm system. A home security system can be a cost-effective investment. If
there is a break-in or fire and your system includes
remote monitoring, a signal will be sent to your security system provider who will contact your local
police or fire department.
Unplug unnecessary appliances. A toaster,
coffee machine, microwave, television or computer
is still using energy even when it’s not in use. Un-

plug all unessential electrical devices while you’re
gone.
Turn off the main water valve. Water damage caused by a burst pipe might not be covered
by your insurance. In the winter frozen pipes could
possibly burst and cause flooding and property
damage.
Alert the police before you leave. If you plan
to be gone for a week or more, let your local police
know. They may periodically drive by your home.
Join a neighborhood watch group. If your
block has a neighborhood watch group, consider
signing up. The more friendly eyes that are watching your home, the better off you are.

Marie M. Clesi is the owner of Marie
Clesi Insurance Agency, Inc. Clesi, a Kenner
resident and a select State Farm agent, is a
Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter
(CPCU) providing auto, home, renter’s, life
and health insurance along with financial
services. Clesi’s office is located at 2401 Veterans
Boulevard, Suite 7, in Kenner. Clesi can be contacted at 469-1421 or marie.clesi.b270@statefarm.
com. Visit Clesi’s website at www.marieclesi.net.

Health
Low back pain prevention tips for golfers
By Craig Goodwin
For the millions
of people who have
chronic, long-standing low back pain,
golf can still be an enjoyable sport. A little effort to prevent back injury
and low back pain goes a long way. When talking
about prevention of low back pain for the sport
of golf, there are four key areas to be concerned
about, the warm-up, swing, bio-mechanics and carrying the golf bag.
Going directly to the first tee at 7:00 a.m.,
pulling out the driver and then proceeding to try
to tear the cover off the ball is probably the sur-

est way to sprain one’s back muscles, resulting in
low back pain. A thorough warm-up before starting
to play golf is critical for the muscles to get ready
for the round. A couple of simple stretches for the
shoulders, torso, hip and hamstring areas are important to prevent injury. Some stretches include
holding a golf club behind the neck and shoulders
and then rotating the torso, pulling knees to chest
and putting your leg on the seat of your golf cart
while bending forward for the hamstrings. Gently
swinging a golf club helps warm up the muscle
groups and prepares them for the torque and twisting that a golf swing requires.
Another key area for prevention of back pain

KPBA After-Hours Networking Event
The KBPA invites you to an evening of
FOOD, FUN and NETWORKING on
Thursday, August 29 from 5:30 pm to 7:30 pm
Hosted by Lakes of Chateau North
1st Lake Properties
3700 Loyola Drive
Mary-Sharon Howland - 441-6106

reservations@kpba.biz
KBPA_0813.indd 1
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is the swing. Practice swinging before playing
golf. Golfers should emphasize finding a smooth,
rhythmic swing during practice that will produce
less stress and less low back pain. Always trying
to maintain good balance during your golf swing
will help decrease stress off the low back area. Biomechanics of the swing are important to reduce
low back pain. The force generated by a golf swing
largely stresses the L5-S1 disc space because of
the rotation that occurs at that level compared to
the other levels of the low back. Golfers need to
concentrate on the flexibility in the hamstrings to
allow more motion in the pelvis and help reduce
stress to the L5-S1 disc space. An easy and fluid
golf swing is a must to avoid low back pain.
The last key in preventing low back pain in
golf is carrying the golf bag. Repeated bending over
to pick up a golf bag can stress the low back and
lead to muscle strain. Using a golf bag that opens
when the bag is set on the ground can eliminate
the need to bend over. If carrying your golf bag, it
is advisable to use dual straps to evenly divide the
weight across the back and reduce the chances of
developing low back pain from an uneven load.
We must have a regular routine of stretching
and low-impact exercise to help maintain our ability to play golf. Stretching and maintaining flexibility is important to individuals with low back pain
in order to prevent further injury or muscle strain
related to golf. Individuals with chronic low back
pain tend to lose flexibility which will lead to further low back pain. Staying well-conditioned aerobically will also help lessen discomfort in the low
back area and allow you to enjoy golf. Low-impact

aerobic conditioning, such as walking or stationary
biking, are both gentle on the back and are usually
well tolerated for golfers with low back pain. This
type of exercise should be done for 30 to 40 minutes at least three times weekly.
Most acute low back injuries that occur during a game of golf will get better over a couple of
days to weeks. Muscle strains are the most common injury from golf and usually occur from forceful golf swings or a sudden shift during a downswing. For relief of the pain and to promote healing from golf-related injuries and low back pain, it
is always advisable to rest for a day or two from
the activity that promoted the pain, allowing the
muscles to heal more quickly. Do not try to continue playing through an episode of low back pain.
Continue to stretch and continuing a low-impact
aerobic exercise program will help the healing process and allow you to slowly return to playing golf
again. Always remember to apply the prevention
tips to help you stay healthy while playing.
Craig Goodwin, physical therapist, is
president of Kenner Orthopedic and Sports
Therapy located at 3921 Williams Boulevard
in Kenner and at two other locations in Metairie and on the West Bank. Goodwin graduated from LSU Medical School Department of
Allied Health Department of Physical Therapy
in 1987. The professionals at Kenner Orthopedic and Sports Therapy can be contacted via
email at kennerortho@gmail.com or by visiting
www.orthosportstherapy.com.
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Hyaluronic acid injections for knee osteoarthritis
By Thomas R. Lyons, M.D.
Knee pain related to degenerative joint disease or
osteoarthritis (OA)
is very common.
Millions of Americans suffer from degenerative joint disease or OA of the knee. The knee
joint cartilage undergoes wear and degenerative tears associated with advancing age. Additional risk factors for OA of the knee include
being overweight, prior joint injury, a family
history of arthritis, muscle weakness or imbal-

ance and deformity of the joint.
Hyaluronic acid is a normal component of
knee joint synovial fluid. Synovial fluid in the
knee acts as a lubricant and shock absorber.
In patients with OA of the knee, the concentration of hyaluronic acid in synovial fluid is
reduced to below one half of normal concentration.
An evaluation by your orthopedic surgeon
is necessary to properly diagnose your knee
condition. If degenerative cartilage and OA is
the source of your knee pain, your orthopedist

may offer you the option of hyaluronic acid
injections. The injections are usually given in
a series of five injections with one injection
per week for five consecutive weeks. The goal
of hyaluronic acid injections is to supplement
the decreased hyaluronic acid in the arthritic
knee synovial fluid. Reactions to hyaluronic
acid injections are rare and typically resolve in
one to two days. Although results vary, many
patients with mild to moderate knee OA feel
significant pain relief following hyaluronic
acid injections.

Thomas R. Lyons, M.D. is a board certified
orthopedic surgeon with over 10 years
experience. The Orthopedic Center for Sports
Medicine is a multi-specialty center dedicated
to complete musculoskeletal care with focused
expertise in shoulder and knee injuries. Offices
are located in Kenner and Metairie. For
additional information call 467-5900 or visit
www.nolasportsmedicine.com.

Ochsner-Kenner offers new way to freeze away esophageal cancer
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner is the
first in Louisiana to provide truFreeze spray
cryotherapy for patients suffering from esophageal disease. This minimally invasive technology
places a small catheter in a standard endoscope
spraying extremely cold liquid nitrogen to vaporize targeted pre-cancerous tissue inside the
esophagus.
“This technology provides another option
for patients suffering from esophageal cancer
and Barrett’s esophagus who cannot have surgery,” said Virendra Joshi, MD, Gastroenterology, Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner. “By using
spray cryotherapy, our patients have experi-

enced improved quality of live without undergoing the risks associated with a major surgical
operation or treatment with esophageal stents.”
Spray cryotherapy is a simple outpatient
procedure that typically takes 20 to 30 minutes
to complete. During the procedure, a physician
inserts a long tube with a small camera, an
endoscope, through the mouth to enable viewing of the treatment site. The physician then
threads a specialized spray cryotherapy catheter through the endoscope, selects the ablation
area and sprays extremely cold (-196C) liquid
nitrogen on the diseased tissue to flash freeze
and destroy it. The tissue is allowed to thaw

and the process may then be repeated several
times. This rapid freeze and slow thaw of tissue
has been proven to destroy the targeted cells
without disturbing the underlying connective
tissue, providing a framework for healthy cells
to regenerate. This technique is generally painless and performed as an outpatient surgery.
Patients are typically able to return home the
same day and quickly resume normal activity.
Cryotherapy, the use of extreme cold in
medical applications, is a proven therapy that
has been used for decades to treat diseased
tissue on the skin and many parts of the body.
The spray cryotherapy system being utilized at

Back to School

Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner welcomes new
cardiologist
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner has
added a new cardiologist, David Liff, MD, to its
staff.
Dr. Liff earned his medical degree from
Ohio State University School of Medicine. He
completed a residency in internal medicine
and fellowship in cardiology at Emory University Hospital System in Atlanta, Georgia, and
completed his fellowship in interventional cardiology at North Shore University-Long Island
Health System in New York. He is ABIM certified in cardiology and received COCAT Level
2 training in nuclear cardiology and transthoracic/transesophageal echocardiography.
Dr. Liff has also published papers and
book chapters as well as participated in various conferences and research studies. He specializes in interventional cardiology.
Dr. Liff will be practicing at Ochsner
Medical Center-Kenner, Medical Office
Building at 180 West Esplanade Avenue, Suite
210, in Kenner.
Call 443-9500 to schedule an appointment.
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Ochsner-Kenner is a novel and versatile ablation option because of its safety and tolerability
for patients with esophageal cancer who cannot undergo standard treatments or have failed
them. Its main applicability remains in palliation for esophageal cancers and ablating failed
treatments of Barrett’s with RFA. In addition it
has been used for control of bleeding from tumors of the esophagus which do not respond to
standard treatments.
The truFreeze spray cry therapy system
is manufactured by CSA Medical, Inc. For
more information about CSA Medical and spray
cryotherapy, visit www.csamedical.com.
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Scott Zimmerman (owner)
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There are five good reasons why changing your vehicle’s oil is important
By Scott Zimmerman
The preventative maintenance of
changing oil on a regular basis may be one of
the most significant
ways to extend the life of your vehicle and greatly
reduce the risk of engine problems down the road.
There are five important reasons oil changes should
be performed on a regular basis.
Oil stress
Because of high operating temperatures in the
engine, oil experiences a thermal breakdown which

wears on the oils additives and lubrication. When
the lubrication wears down, parts of the engine may
begin to rub against each other causing dysfunction
and a shorter life span for your engine.
Combustion gunk
Combustion gunk can do major damage to your
engine and makes your car run less efficiently. Gunk
occurs when there are corrosive byproducts that
build up in your oil over time. Gunk left for a long period of time can cause your engine to overheat, leaving you with a major bill.

Landscaping & Design,
Lawn Cutting, Mulching, Spruce Ups,
Shrub Trimming, Fertilizing, Seasonal

1st Class Lawn Services, LLC

Color, Lighting, Fountains, Irrigation

Corrosion
Along with sludge that is naturally produced
by combustion, your oil can also accumulate debris
such as water, dirt and dust. This debris can actually
corrode the inside of your engine. By keeping fresh
oil, you clean out any oil with saturated debris.
Clogged filters
When you have your oil changed the oil filter
should be changed. The filter works to keep the
sludge from reaching your engine. If the filter is
not changed regularly, it too becomes clogged with
particles from old oil, dirt or combustion sludge and
decreases the amount of good oil that gets to your engine. A decreased amount of oil to your engine could
kill it.
Leaks
Over time some cars can leak gasoline or coolant into the oil. While this is rare, you wouldn’t be
able to tell if this is occurring unless you had an oil
change. These leaks can seriously contaminate your
oil which will damage your engine over time.

The bottom line is to take the best care of your
vehicle as possible. The easiest way to do that is to
check the oil often and to have your oil changed regularly. It is recommended to change oil every 3000
miles or three months. If you are using synthetic oil,
5000 miles or every five months is recommended.
An oil change is the foundation of all vehicle
maintenance. The benefits of having your oil changed
far outweigh the price you will pay if you don’t, as paying for an oil change is a lot cheaper than paying for a
new engine. So it’s best to maintain a proper routine
oil change schedule.
Scott Zimmerman is the owner of Scotty’s
Tire and Automotive, Inc., a family-owned
and operated full-service tire and automotive shop, located at 4200 Williams Boulevard
in Kenner. Store hours are 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
on Monday through Friday. Scotty’s website is
www.scottystireauto.com.
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All-AmericAn Apple pie
with creAm
cheese crust
By foodieforone.com
Ingredients
Cream cheese, softened
Butter, softened
1 ½ cup all purpose flour
Directions

Although this apple pie is scrumptious, it’s really all about the crust!
It’s made with only a block of softened cream cheese, a stick of softened butter and a cup and a half
of all purpose flour.
I’ve also used half bread flour and half whole wheat flour for my dough achieving the same results. A
few pieces of dough can be saved to decorate the top of the pie!
This dough recipe yields one large pie crust without a top or two small pie crusts for bottom and top.
Knead with a mixer or by hand until a dough ball forms.
Spread into a pie pan or skillet and pour in your favorite pie filling. For ease, you can choose the
canned varieties of fruit fillings.
Top with a scoop of your favorite ice cream to enjoy this All American summertime treat!
The website foodieforone.com is a food blog dedicated to the enjoyment of food with gusto by
Joy Fontenelle Hirdes and Gustavo Gonzalez.
Comments and questions are welcomed and can be sent to foodieforone@yahoo.com.
For detailed recipe directions and step by step photos visit foodieforone.com.
Recipe Corner_0813.indd 1
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Over the years I
have learned that one
thing is constant when
it applies to buying a vehicle, it will depreciate and
will cost you money. That has always been the appeal
of purchasing a used vehicle. Someone else has taken
the major hit on depreciation in the first year or so.
The price of new vehicles today still blows me away. I
believe the success of used car dealers has a lot to do
with the price of a new vehicle and how the price tag
puts it out of reach for a large section of the public.
There is one exception to this and it is investing
in a “classic” or antique vehicle. If you love cars like
I do and if you really admire the unique designs and
memories they instill, then perhaps you should think
about investing in a classic.
I have been looking for a classic car for over a
year now and recently one landed in my lap and I am
very excited about it. Bear in mind the right one is
hard to find as folks who own them are usually emotionally attached to them and generally if they are
considering selling one it’s because something has
happened and they need quick cash.
My “new” classic is a 1970 Cadillac Coupe De
Ville convertible in excellent condition. Yes, someone
spent a lot of money restoring the car with new paint,
new top and new interior. She’s the original gold metallic color with white interior and top. All else in the
vehicle is original, even the “wire wheel” hubcaps.
However, like anything that is 43 years old, there a
few things that need my attention. The biggest problem is the steering box which needs to be replaced
due to worn gears which cause the steering wheel
to have a little play in it. The radio is also “factory”
and works but the speakers are blown, probably from
dry rot. So, I will upgrade to a new system with new
speakers or perhaps even a satellite system. I love my
music and I want it to be crystal clear when I’m cruising down the highway with the top down.
Now bear in mind, I was not looking specifically
for this car. I wanted a classic convertible with my
first choice being a 1957 Chevy Convertible. However,

all of that model I have seen are way above what I
was willing to invest. So, I have just been waiting for
the right deal to come along on something I like at
the right price.
I will not get into what I paid for this beauty but
needless to say I made a great deal, as I am in the
business.
The main thought when purchasing a classic
vehicle as an investment is knowing what it can be
sold for in the future? With the Internet, eBay, etc.
it has become very easy to know what these older
vehicles are worth. There is a rule of thumb to abide
by. If the seller is asking $20,000 for the vehicle, you
would not want to pay more than 65 or 70 percent or
$14,000 in order to turn the car over later and make
a decent profit. All the while you are enjoying riding
around in your “classic” and all the while it will appreciate rather than depreciate. So, it’s a win-win
situation.
Remember, you have to have patience and do
your homework. Any good investment requires this.
Finally, you are probably wondering what my
‘70 Caddy is worth? At this time she is definitively not
for sale. However, I estimate the retail asking price
should be around $15,000 or so.
I hope this information gets you motivated to
look into the investment possibilities of searching
out your dream classic car.
Happy motoring, everybody!!
Doug Turner is president of Deal’n Doug’s
Autoplex, which stocks all types of vehicles, cars,
trucks, SUVs and vans priced from $5,000 to
$25,000, located at 6900 Veterans Boulevard in Metairie. Turner, in the automobile business for over
30 years and a fourteen year member of the Better
Business Bureau, was appointed in 2009 by Governor Bobby Jindal to the board of the Louisiana
Used Vehicle Commission, which licenses and oversees the used vehicle industry in Louisiana. Turner
can be reached at 887-3131 or online at doug@
dealndougs.com.
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After the storm
By Rafael E. Saddy
Abundant information is put out each
year about planning
and preparedness for
the hurricane season. However, there is one area in
which most of us fail to plan and take for granted
and that is electricity. After a storm we are ready to
come back home and rightfully so. But often we find
ourselves with several challenges and one of them is
usually the lack of electricity. If we understand the
procedures that takes place by Entergy after a storm
we may make the decision to better prepare ourselves
by investing in a generator.
In the restoration process by Entergy after a
storm passes through, once it is safe to do so and in
accordance with corporate and national safety standards, Entergy workers cannot work in raised buckets
until the winds drop below 35 mile per hour. Assessment teams hit the affected area to determine the
damage and how many additional workers are needed,
where they are needed, what additional equipment
is needed and what work actually needs to be done.
Depending on the storm, this assessment period can
take more than a day or several days.
Once work is started the first thing checked are
the power plants that generate power, followed by the
transmission lines that bring power from the plants
into the city. This work is often done outside of the city
limits, so you may not necessarily see the crews doing
this work. Next all substations are determined to be
functioning so that power can reach the distribution
lines that bring the power into our homes.
After the substations are back online, they work
on the backbone feeders – these are the major power
lines that transport power across the city and into local areas.

The highest priority is getting power restored to
emergency services such as hospitals, police and fire
stations and media outlets. Then Entergy prioritizes
work in order to get the largest number of customers
on as possible.
Because you don’t see trucks on the street does
not mean they are not working to restore the power.
Many homes or businesses may be in a substation or
with a feeder that could be miles away. Occasionally
power will be restored to an area only to find another
issue, requiring for power to be turned off for additional repairs.
Some customers may notice that the other side
of the street has power but their side doesn’t. This
could mean that the two sides of the street are on different parts of the grid.
Sometimes you may see crews waiting to begin
work in the streets or in the neighborhoods and wonder why they haven’t started. There are many reasons
crews may be awaiting the go-ahead order. For example, a lineman may be waiting for confirmation that
a power line has been safely grounded before he can
climb a pole to replace a transformer.
You may occasionally see trucks parked in staging areas. There are a few reasons why this may be the
case due to required resting, crews with highly specialized job functions awaiting for orders, the loading
equipment and/or waiting for job parts.
Now that the complicated procedure and steps
are explained involving restoring power, you can understand why it may take longer for power to be restored to your house and why you may see the need
to purchase a home generator to give you power on
an interim basis.
For additional information you may call 1-800-ENTERGY. For Spanish press option number two.

Government
Louisiana’s Unclaimed Property Program has
record breaking year
Louisiana’s Unclaimed Property Program had
an all-time record-breaking year in 2013 and returned
a staggering $31.3 million in refunds to more than
25,000 individuals, according to Louisiana Treasurer
John Kennedy. This is the most money ever given back
in one year in the history of the 41-year-old program.
“Each year we do our best to try to return more
money to more Louisianians than the year before and
this year was no exception,” said Kennedy. “We beat
our previous year-end refund record by $4.3 million.”
Since 1996, Kennedy and unclaimed property
employees have traveled to shopping malls, community centers and other venues all over the state in an
attempt to locate unclaimed property owners. Approximately 90 percent of total refunds ever, $273.5
million, have occurred during this time.
“Even though our staff receives and processes
hundreds of claims daily, there’s still $575 million that
needs to be claimed by Louisiana residents,” said Kennedy. “We’re just one month into the new fiscal year
and we’ve already begun an aggressive campaign to
return this money to its rightful owners.”

The average unclaimed property claim is usually
$200 to $400 and typically includes old savings and
checking accounts, payroll checks, CDs, stocks and
dividends, insurance proceeds, oil and gas royalty payments, utility deposits and similar funds. When a business cannot locate an individual the money belongs
to, usually because of a wrong address, the money is
turned over to the state for safekeeping.
“We update our database daily so if you’ve never
checked to see if you’re owed any money, now is the
time to do so,” said Kennedy. “You can even check for
your family members, co-workers, friends and neighbors. It’s a free service, and you can search online
at www.LATreasury.com or by calling us toll-free at
1-888-925-4127.”
As a result of recent action from the Louisiana
Legislature, the Unclaimed Property Division began
taking requests for refunds of Crescent City Connection toll tags. If you or someone you know has a balance on your toll tag, visit www.RefundTheTolls.com
for information on how to collect your refund.

Community announcements
August 10 – Asociación Nicaragüense de Louisiana (ANDELA) festival, “El Tope de Santo Domingo”. From 3:00 to 10:00 p.m. at the Kenner Heritage
Park. Distinctive Hispanic dishes and refreshments
will be served. The event is open to the public.
August 22 – Unidad Hispanoamericana general meeting and planning for 2013 summer events.
For information call 466-1483.
Kenner Hispanic Resource Center – The center
offers various programs as well as access to information and referrals for all sorts of issues. For information call 469-2570.

Hablemos Claro – KTV-76 has Hispanic TV programs every Wednesday at 9:00 p.m. and Sunday at
8:00 p.m. For more information and program schedule go to www.kenner.la.us and click on the KTV 76
logo.
I leave you with this thought: “If ye are prepared
ye shall not fear.”
Rafael E. Saddy is a public relations officer for
the Latin American Civic Association of Louisiana
(LACAL). Email Saddy at lacal1234@bellsouth.net.
Correspondence should be sent to P.O. Box 640284,
Kenner, LA 70064-0284.
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DCFS announces domestic violence funding
The Louisiana Department of Children and
Family Services is funding 18 domestic violence
service providers across the state based on the
previous year’s funding amounts, and for the first
time takes into account the size of the population
served, square miles covered and the quality of the
service provided.
The funding level for domestic violence pro-

viders for the 2013-14 fiscal year is $6 million, an
increase of more than $840,000 from last year’s
final allocation after mid-year reductions.
“I testified in front of the state legislature
this spring that DCFS was committed to better
aligning domestic violence resources and ensuring that all of Louisiana has access to quality services,” said DCFS Secretary Suzy Sonnier. “We con-

Big Easy is a Kenner er
cent
Food Bank collection

We Sell Boxes &
Packing Supplies
Including… Mattress Bags
Dish & Glass Packing Kits
Dust Covers • Wardrobe Boxes
Boxes • Tape • Bubble Wrap • Newsprint • Markers • Box Cutters • Rope

tinue to work toward that goal. Including in our
calculations the population served, the number of
square miles covered and the quality of service is
a good first step.”
The funding formula begins with an initial
amount for each provider equal to the previous
year’s allocation. DCFS then took the funding increase provided in the budget signed by Governor
Bobby Jindal and divided it based on the size of
the population and the number of square miles
each program serves. Finally, some providers are
given an incentive or reduction based on their
Committee of Quality Assurance score, which
measures quality of services including emergency
shelter care, and crisis services.
COQA scores are given by the Louisiana Coalition Against Domestic Violence. The program
uses self-study, review of provider policies and
procedures, and an on-site visit to measure provider services, like shelter, counseling, crisis lines
and children’s programs, as well as administrative
areas, including board responsibilities, personnel
matters, safety and health codes. Louisiana established its COQA standards in 2000.
DCFS will work closely with providers and
stakeholders this year to study and develop a com-

prehensive and integrated statewide plan for delivery of domestic violence services. DCFS will report on its effort in January to the Louisiana House
and Senate committees on Health and Welfare, as
requested by House Resolution 76 by Representative John Schroder and Senate Resolution 95 by
Senator Mike Walsworth during the 2013 legislative session.
“We are focused on the continuum of services
for those who experience the effects of domestic
violence,” said Sonnier. “Domestic violence services must go beyond sheltering to include prevention, education and outreach. By working with the
Coalition and Domestic Violence Stakeholders,
we can transition to evidence-based national best
practices focusing on outreach and prevention,
and ensure that all people have access to these
services regardless of where they live.”
Based on the funding formula, only two service providers saw a slightly smaller allocation
from the previous year due to low COQA scores.
Funding directly to the Louisiana Coalition
Against Domestic Violence helps provide technical assistance to providers, as well as helps fund
the Domestic Violence hotline.

2201 West Napoleon at Williams Blvd. • Kenner • 468-3474
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Community
Free Masonic Family Kid’s Fair to be held at
Veterans Park in Kenner
The sixth annual free Masonic Family
Kid’s Fair, hosted by the East Bank Masonic
Lodges, will be on Saturday, August 24, 2013,
from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. It will be held at
Kenner’s Veterans Park located at 1801 Williams Boulevard. The event will offer numerous safety exhibits plus free hot dogs, lemonade, popcorn and snowballs. Door prizes will
be awarded throughout the day.
The Kenner Police Department will perform K-9 demonstrations, and along with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, will speak to
parents about child predators and also hand
out free DNA kits used to identify missing children. An exhibit on child abduction, “Stranger
Danger,” will be also be presented by the KPD
along with information on gun safety. The
Drugs Abuse Resistance Education (DARE)
program will have a presentation.
The Kenner Fire Department will be
bringing their hands-on “Smoke House” to
teach children how to exit a smoky, burning
building. A Kenner karate school will have a
demonstration.
The Shrine Band will play music and the
Shrine clowns will entertain through the day.
The “A” Team from the National World War II
Museum will speak on World War II and the
great accomplishments by Americans to win
the war. Kenner’s American Legion Post 377
will also be on hand to talk to everyone about

their military history and how the American
Legion help keep our veterans involved in the
community.
Capitol One Bank will present information on the importance of children saving
money. Office Depot representatives will be
on hand to speak with parents about tips on
how they can control and check what their
children are doing on the Internet.
The non-profit East Bank Masonic families, along with the city of Kenner, are sponsoring this community outreach event to help educate parents and children on matters of health
and safety for children. The event is open to
the public and all are invited to receive free
tips and information on how to keep children
safe, healthy and from being victimized.
The “Masonic Families” are master masons along with their female relatives from the
Eastern Star, who through their respective organizations support various charities. The Masonic Lodges support dyslexia organizations.
The Eastern Star Masonic group supports Alzheimer’s, cancer and other charity organizations. The Shrine supports 27 Shrine hospitals
and two burn hospitals as well as providing
transportation for patients to and from those
hospitals and to their homes.
For more information on the event contact Darlene Cusamano at 484-0585.

School
No shots, no school. It’s the law
Louisiana law requires children age four or
older who are entering kindergarten, pre-kindergarten or Head Start programs this year have proof
they have received the proper vaccinations which
include a booster dose of Poliovirus vaccine (IPV),
two doses of measles, mumps, rubella vaccine
(MMR), three doses of Hepatitis vaccine (HBV), two
doses of varicella (chicken pox) vaccine (Var and a
booster dose of diphtheria tetanus acellular pertussis vaccine (DtaP)
Children in daycare need to be up-to-date with
their age-appropriate immunizations.
Children who are 11 or older and are entering the sixth grade this year must have proof they
have received all of the age-appropriate immunizations listed above and at this age, children also need
proof of receiving the meningococcal (meningitis)
vaccine and tetanus diphtheria acellular ertussis
vaccine (Tdap).
“I want to remind parents of their responsibility, ensuring that their children receive the shots
they need,” said state Department of Health and
Hospitals Secretary Kathy Kliebert. “Vaccination is
a simple process with big rewards. These vaccines
help keep children healthy, so they can spend more
days in the classroom and out of the doctor’s office.”
“When we don’t vaccinate, we leave the door
open for the return of diseases such as measles and
whooping cough, which continue to be a threat to
babies, children and adults in the United States,”
said DHH Immunization Medical Director Dr. Frank
Welch. “School vaccination laws have helped eliminate major vaccine-preventable diseases. So, avoid
the rush and take the time now to schedule your

0612_Orthopedic Center.indd 1

children for their back-to-school vaccinations.”
DHH officials say vaccines have proven safe
and effective in preventing illness and death from
many infectious diseases. Having kids vaccinated
keeps them healthy and in school, protects other
children and family members from getting sick, and
allows children to lead longer, more productive lives.
Parents should contact their child’s doctor to
have their child vaccinated. Children who are eligible to receive vaccinations at parish health units are
those that have Medicaid, those without insurance,
American Indian/Alaskan natives or children who
are insured but their insurance company does not
cover specific vaccinations. View DHH’s interactive
parish map to find a parish health unit in your area.
Those children who have insurance should contact
their private provider for vaccination services.
Parents can obtain copies of their child’s immunization record from their child’s physician or
from a parish health unit or a federally qualified
health center. If parents are not able to submit proof
of updated immunizations, their children will need
to be re-vaccinated to get an updated immunization
record.
The Louisiana Department of Health and
Hospital’s mission is to protect and promote health
statewide and to ensure access to medical, preventive and rehabilitative services for all state citizens.
To learn more about DHH visit www.dhh.louisiana.
gov. For up-to-date health information, news and
emergency updates follow DHH’s blog, Twitter account and Facebook.
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Big Easy Storage is now
a Drop Off Station for the
Kenner Food Bank
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